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Abstract
Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh is facing high urbanization rate and acute housing

crisis. Most of the middle.income households do Tlotown their house, and they live

into rented houses. Several factors influence the decisions for choosing residential

area and a rentat'housc in a locality by the middle-income families and it varies with

respect of the family structures. 'fhe dwellers make some negotiations among the

cboices regarding selection of location and type of house. The objective of the study

is to address the relatively importance of rental house locations and a rental

apartments choice criteria by the middle-income dwellers by applying Analytic

Hierarchy Process (AHP). The study attempts to dctcnnine the relative weight of

selected variables on the basis of elicitation through. questionnaire survey of three

types of middle-income single families: type A- having no school going children, type

B- having school going children and type C- having children who arc {)ldcr than
school going age.

The study reveals that all types of middle.income families give priority to proximity

to workplace for selecting present apartment location; it is high for family type A. The

families type B prefer eloseness to sehool equally to the distance to workplace. Then

comes the importance of distance to market that is slightly more important than

distance to bus stop to all of the family types. These families evaluate more the

, physical attributes like planning of neighborhood, municipal service, and road width

compared to social attributes. Proximity to open area finds least importance to all of

the family types. The residents are hardly satisfied completely with the housing

environment. The diftcrence of the comparative importance of the variables for

selecting the existing apartment location verses the preferred apartment location is

predominant for planning ofncighborhood and municipal faciiities.

All of the family types evaluated the factor affordability mostly for apartment

selection, since, family type B consider it most important. Utility services get the

second priority and number of bedrO()mget the third rank, Number of be<Jroomhas

relatively more importance to the families that have higher household size. All orthe

target families have compromised the qualities of utility services and availability of

air and sunlight to attain other apartment qualities in the present apartment.
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Chapter-Of: Introduction

1.1 Background of the Study

Dhaka, the capital of Bangladcsh is facing high urbanization rate and acute housing

crisis. Most of the people of the city cannot aflord housing with habitable

envirorunent. Owner occupancy dwelling of the city is only 30 percent

(UNCHSfWorld Bank, 1992). This indicates that 70 perccnt people of the city live

into rented apartments or houses. Most of the middle.income households do not own

their how.ing, and they live into rcnted apartments or houses. The privatc individuals'

housing mostly operates rental-housing market. Though largc proportion of the

residents of the city is tenant, very few researches were undertaken to identifY thc

choices of tenants for rental houses. The preferences of the tenants for selections of

housing location and house quality have not been sufficiently recognized. In thc

'r regulatory framework of sustainable housing should address the choice of the tenants

at local and national level. It is important to know about the consumer's appreciation

in terms of dwelling and environment characteristics (Kauko, 2007). This study

attempts to deal with the prefcrences ofthe tenants in Dhaka City.

The researeh primarily includes middle-income group of people whose monthly

income range is in between Tk. 20,000 to 50,000. The study targets the middle-

income families, as they are the iargest segment of population (60 percent) in Dhaka

City (Islam, 2005) .. Ibough investment in housing is a profitable sector, middle_

income fiunilles have less afTordability for purchasing a house in Dhaka City (zahur,

2008; Shanncen, 2007). Thus, most of them look for the rental houses for living in the

city. Several factors innuence the decisions for choosing residential area and a ren!.11

house in a locality by the middle-income families. According to Khatun (2003)

household's housing needs and aspirations are different in various stages of Iife cycle.

This indicates that the relative importance of decisive factors for selection of locality

and house standard varies with respect to family structun:s. 111e study atlempts 10

detennine the housing preference profiles of middle-income nuclear families who live

in privateiy owned rented apartnients. For this purpose, three types of nuclear fami lies

are focused: the families without school going child, families with sehool going

children and families that have children above school going age.
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The role of location and quality in hou,ing consumptinn i, increasingly important for

builders and developers as well as for planners and policy makers. Geophysical,

environmental, political, social, economical and regulatory factors interact to define

the housing possibilities of the dwellers for decision regarding rental-housing

selection. However, the dwellers make some negotiations among the choices

regarding seledion of a housing location and type of house. Even, sometimes the

decisions are arbitrary. Individuals cboose their home location taking into account not

only their daily activity scbedulcs, but also their most preferred mode of transport. It

has been defined as a self-selection process (Peng, el al 2007). Other researchers in

tbis field identified various factors like land features, transport condition, political

regulation and law, community environment, quietness of the area, distance from city

center, schools, commercial facilities, and green area, service infrastructure and so on

for housing area choice (Bender, et al 1997; Cbaung, 2001; Kauko, 2007).

Considering the socio-economic condition of the people in Dhaka City the study

attempts to address the relative importance of the variables like distance from

workplace, school, market, and bus slop, plan of neighborhood, condition of

municipal services, road width, social status, proximity of relatives or colleagues and

proximity of open areaS for residential location choice.

A number of factors interact with the house choices of the middle-income tenants for

decision-making. The tenants want to adjust with the requirement, preference and

aiTordahitity to choose the rental house. This study also focoses on thc attributes for

selecting a rental house by the tenants in the city such as affordabllity, condition of

utility services, number of bedroom, number of tolie!, availability of air and sunlight,
and number of floor of the apartments.

The middle-income households take decisions regarding renllli house quality and

locations considering a number of attributes that are influenced by preferences and

requirements. They try to adjust with thcir preferenccs and affordability to choice a

residential area and 10 rent a house. A preferred house can fulfill all the optimal

requirements and choices of the tenants within their affordability. The tcnants can

achieve all required locatiorml as well as quality indicators of thc houses altogether in

expected level in a preferred rcntal housc. However, the families hardly achievc all of

the options altogether at required level for selecting the present house location and

2



standanJ. Most of the dme, there remains some gap between the preferred house and

rented house. The research attempts to explore the gap between relative weights of the

present rented house and preferred one in the regard of the location and standard.

Con~idering the diversed demand, the consumption pattern of housing comprises a sct

of different preference profiles. From operational point of view, some outcome

genarated through ranking location attributes with respect to their relative imporatnee

by the tenants. The procedure of ranking the locational attributes of house location as

well as type may be based on comaparislon of the attributes by Analytic flicrurchy

Process (AHP) (Kauko, 2007). To address the relatively important preferences of the

criteria to the middle-Income dwellers for selel:tlng rental house locations and rental

house, the study applies AHP. AHP enables the decision maker to express his

qualitative judgments in a quantitative fonnat. According to Chauhan et al. (2008)

there are two primary benefits for application of AHP. AHP is a technique for

breaking down a complex problem with many factors by relating pairs offaetors. The

decision makers can connect quantitative analysis and the subjective judgment of the

factors. Therefore, the study detennined the relative weights of the housing choice

indicators by aggregating the preferences ofthe tenants reside In Dhaka City.

1.20bjectives of the Study

The preferences of rental housing location choices and selection of houses arc

subjected to a number of attributes. The research is ootlined based on the hypothesis

that relative Importance of different attribute>.for residential location and rental house

selection by the middle-income families are influenced by the family structures.

The main objectives of the researeh are;

I. To assess relative importance of determinants for location choice of rental

houses in Dhaka City with respect to th., family structures;

2. To detennine comparative weight of the facilities and standard criteria lor

>electing rental houses by the tenants according to their family structures in
Dhaka City.

II
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1.3Rationa! of the Study

The present housing shortage in Dhaka City will be increased drastically in future

unless proper housing plan is prepared. It is becoming crucial for public organimtions

and private developers as well as planners and policymakers to be aware about the

preferences of the rental housing consumers. Their choice in terms of their diverse

strategies and lifestyle segmentation has become important to know. For the

increasing housing crisis in Dhaka City, both public and private mass housing

planning should follow the requirements and preferences of the middle-income group

of people that C<,)versa major economic e1ass stationcd within the city. Nevertheless, it

is a matter offactthat there is no research to address the housing ehoiecs the middle-

income families according to different family composition. This study focuses on

exploring the prioritized options of households lor selecting residential areas and

rental houses to live within the city in the perspoctive of diversity in family structures.

This also determines the gap hetween relative weight of the most preferred options

and selected present housing environment by the tenants. The findings obtained by

primary serveys of the dwellers would assist to enhance further housing market

analysis. Furthermore, this researh would faeilitate the inititives of poblic and private

housing schemes within the Dhaka City as well as other urban areas of the country.

104 &ope of the Study

Residential location choice and the rental house choice of the tenants should be

considered in national housing plan with great care. The scope of the study is

confined to the analysis of the variations of tenant's housing choice ac<:ording to

family structures in Dhaka City. Only middle-income families are considered as target

population. The study includes two major issues of decision making regarding

selection a rental apartment: location and house quality parameters by the middle_
income nuclear families.

The study determines the relative weight of dilTerent spatial, physical, social.

environmental atlributes to different types of middle.income nuclear families in

Dhaka. The study depicts the variance between comparative weights of the preferred

housing location and the location they selected ror living. This represents the relative

picture of the decisions regarding ro.>idential location of the tenants. Moreover, thi~

II
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study represents the comparative importance of housing qualities that are considered

by different types of families for selecting rental houses. The study also determines

the trade off among the attributes of present house and preferred house by middle_

income nuclear families in Dhaka City.

1.5 Limitations of the Study

The findings of the study on quality and location specific housing consumption by

different family structures arc achieved at the cost of some undoubted and

unavoidable drawbacks. Few constraints and limitations could not he completely
overcome through conducting the research.

A number of factors arc associated with decision-making for rental housing area and

huuse seleclion by the dwdkr>. It was 1101I'ussiblt to address all uf the CJilcriu lor

housing decision making in Dhaka by the <tudy. Only some spatial. ,acini. physical.

and environmental factors are considered in the study in some selected sample

residential areas. There is a great variance of Ihe choices among lhe individuals. Even

there could be dilTerenl views among the family members that could nol be addressed
in the study.

There could be spatial variations of the housing decisions in Dhaka City by lhe

dwellers. However, the resource limilation restricled the scope of the study to

detenninc spatial variation all around the city regarding hou,ing preferences by lhc

middle-income tenanls. For the same reason, the correlation of the decisions of

housing choicc compared to' family income and expenditure of the families are denied
"

in the study. Moreover, in the study there is lack in modelling robustness,

restrictivencss of averaginJ~the elicitation of thc relative weight of the criteria by thc
respondents.

The consistency of detcrmined relative weight of the indicators by AHP depends on

complete logical values of each pair of attributes. As such single input of illogical

value of any pair of attributes distorts the complete result. As tllCstudy depends on Ihe

responses of the households, the final output could be dislorted. Moreover, thc

questionnaire of AHP is comparatively rigorous and intricate for some dwellers to

5
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reply appropriately by proper understanding. Sincc, the study depends on the response

of the dwellers to determine the relative importance of the criteria according to the

tenants. Again there are no sufficient relevant studies regarding this subject mailer on

the context of Dhaka City. So, it was not possible to gel a picture of Dhaka in the

form ofseoondary data to do comparative judgment of the findings.

1.6. Organization of tbe Thesis

Organization of the thesis is arranged by the following chapters.

Chapter 01 is introduction that represents background of the sludy, objectives of the

study. Justification, scope and limitations of the study have been also discussed in the

chapter. This chapter also represents how the thesis has been organized.

Chapter 02 consists of literature review and theoretical framework. The chapter

attempts to clarify the terminologies regarding rental housing, criteria of privale rental

residential location choice and house choice, The chapter also discussed the theories

of decision-making as wen as Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). Empirical studies

of housing decision-making and an overview of Dhaka's housing rental market are

discussed in the chapter.

, Chapter 03 is methodology that the study have followed to achieve the objectives.

This chapter has been represented sample dc,ign, basis for scl<.-,<:tingthe study areas.

The chapter also clarifies the process of data collection, data preparation and analysis.

Chapter 04 provides the study area profile, socio-economlc characteristics of the

sample hou>eholds. Furthermore, this chapter presents the physical characteristics of

the studied residential areas study areas and the apartments where the sample people
reside. II

,I
Chapter 05 opens up the possibilities to show the relative importancc of different

locational attributes llCeordingto the middle-income tenants. The chapter attempts to

provide a comparative picture of rental housing location choices according to family

"
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~!nlclurcs. Moreover, it presents the gnp of relative importance of the difTcrent

loeational attributes of the present hou,c with the prclCrrcd house.

Chapter 06 presents the relative weight of different slandar<Jsfor rental apartments

according to the sample middle-income tennnls. The chapter also prllvidcs n

comparative analysis of the renlal h()u"C qualitics by difTerent type> of m iddlc-incomc

households. Moreover, it present, the comparison of the dilTcrcllt faclor, of the
present house with the preferred housc.

Finally, chapler 07 concludes ;ummery of the tindings, general observations

r~gardjng the house localion choice and house choice of middle-income families in

Dhaka City. This chapter also provided some recommendations and prospect for
future research works.

II
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Literature Review and Theoretical

Framework
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Chapter.02: Literature'iReview and Theoretical Framework

2.1. Introduction

Every research ,hould be based on some specific concepts that direct the approach to

attain the objectives. The study developed a theoretical framework in order to develop

concept> and to get a complete picture of rental h(lUsing choices in Dhaka City. A

number of books, published journals, magazines, unpublished thesis and web Imsed

research papers have been consulted to attain a clear knowledge on this field. It

helped for better understanding and also opened new windows of imagination .. This

chapter attempts to clarify the tcnninologies regarding rental housing, criteria of

private rental residential location choice and housc choice. The chapter also discussed

the theories of decision-makinI'( with <pcdnl emphR<is on Annlylicnl Hic,""rch~'

Process (AHP). Empiricnl studies or housing decision-making nnd 1moverview or

Dhaka's housing rental market are discossed in the chapter.

2.2. Terminologies

This part of the study attempts to clarify different tenns relating to the private rental-

housing choice by the middle-income farniiies.

2.2.1. Middle Incume Group

Thc middle-income group is those people or houschold, whose monthly income is in

the middle of the income range of overall population. According to Islam (2005) 50

percent people (3.75 million) 16f Dhaka City Corpurution area and 53 percent of

Dhaka Metropolitan Area (6.4 million) belong to middlc class who are dividcd in
,Ithree subgroups:

a) Lowcr-middle: monthly household illComei, in thc range ofTk. 5,000-10,000.

b) Middle-middle: monthly household income is in the rangc of Tk.IO.OOO-
25,000, and

income is in the range of Tk.25,OOo-"monthl}' household
,I

c) Upper-middle:

50,000.

According to STP (2005) 48.6 pereent people of Dhaka City arc middle-income

households whose monthly income ranges betwcen Tk. 12.500- 55,000.

"
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During the reconnaissance surv~y in thc study areas, no apartment dwellers was found

whose household income was less than Tk.20,OOO per month. So, the research only

targeted the households (as middle-income household) whose monthly income ranges
between Tk. 20,000 to 50,000.

2.2.2. Middle Income Area

The middle-income area is the area where the dominant households are from the

middle-income family groups. There is no spatial demarcation of the residential areas

according to the income group in Dhaka City. The study assumed !he residential areas

as middle-income whose land prices arc moderate compared to the land prices of

other areas. It is apparent that there is wide varIety in land prices all over the

residential areas in Dhaka depending on the basis of number of attributes. The study

selected the residential areas as middle income on the basis of the land price
determined by Shohag et aL (2005).

2.2.3. Tenants

Tenants are the households paying a prearranged rent for the exclusiVe occupation of

all or part of a dwelling unit. This tenure also includes both formal and informal,
situations. That is to say, the'term renting embraces households who pay a regular

sum of money to the landlord irrespective of whether a formal contract has been

issued .. The landlord can be a government institution, a cooperative or a private

individual. A landlurd in a self-help settlement establishes a verbal contract with the

tenant. So long the tenant is recognized that there is a contractual relationship with the
I'

individual who has O"'7lership'rights over the property and a regular payment is being
made.

2.2.4. Rentaillouse

"The rental house can be defined as the house that the landlord let the tenants to

occupy all or part in the contract of a regular payment or a sum or money by thc

"tenants. In general, the rental house can be subdivided into two types:

a) Public rental housingtnd

b) Private rental housing.

Public rental house is owned by government institution or eo-corporative. Private

individuals or households ot,n private rental houses. Private rental houses can be

9
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individual house like bUngaloJ~or multistory apartment. The 'ludy only focuses on
the hou>c lype ofprivalcly owned rented apartments where the sample middlc-incOIue

nuclear families reside.

2.3. Household Types

There arc two basic types of families: nuclear and extended. The study only deals

with the requirements of housing by the nuclear families. In nuclcar families parents

live Wilh their unmarried ehiklren. There arc dIfferent structures of the nuclear

families. Abu-Lughood and Foley (1960) classified nuclear household life cycle in

seven stages. Among the stages, four taxonomies arc before marriage of children that
are as foHows.

Stage I: Married - newly married;

Stage 2; Pre-chi Id- married, awaiting for first child;

Stage 3: Child-bearing - married Wilhchild under six year,;

Stage 4: Child-rearing ~ married with all children over six years .

•
According to Kauko (2007) and Bender et al. (1997), proxlmily to eduealion services

is important for housing choice lhat fits Wllh loodo-demographic housing theory. So.

the study attempted to classify the nuclear lamllies on the basis of sehool going age of

- children. The study considered lhe first three satges of families (with no school going

child) according to Abu-Lughood and Foley (1%0), as one group (Type A).

Moreover, the study classified the child-rearing family type in two groups according,
to age of the children such as families with children of school going age and more

than sehool going age. That indicatcs, among different categories of nuclear families.,
the research attempts 10 explore the housing preference of the following three types of
households.

II
2.3.1. Type A: Nuclear Fa~i1ies withoul Selluul-going Cllildren

This eatcgory defines the Iluclcar.family types who are newly married and having no
,I

children. TIlis also covers the families whOM:children are young enough to go to

sehool. The young families whose children are not living with thel11are also included
in this category ofhouschold type.,

10



2.3.2. Type B: Nudear Famili~ with &hool-going Children

This lorn of nuclear family has at least one school going child. This type abo covers

the nuclear families that have some young children below scllOol going agc or

children older than school going age along with school going children.

2.3.3. Type C: Nuclear Families with Children Above than &hooJ Going Age

The category compri,.,s the type of nuclear families who have children, above than

school going age. ne children of the families can go to college or univer:sities.

Moreover, the children can also he earning member of the families.

2.4. Criteria for Residential Location Choice

The set of attributes are very Important for any research. The variables of location

choice for housing vary country-io-country, society-to-society. This is mainly

responsive to the socio-econ()mic condition of any country. There arc several

determinants for choosing rental house. Factors to be considered in the selection of

renial housing diJTerfrom person-to-person and family-to-family. Morrow and Daley

(2t){l5)considered tbe following attributcs 10bouse location selcction.,
• Environment: Traffic, parking for tenants and visitors, temporary parking for

servicc and delivery vehicles, noise. smoke, dust, odors, adjacent dwellings,

general neighborhoo<:l,access to public transport, access to shopping areas.

•

•

•

•

Health and safety: Crime rates (check with local police), pc!.>(restrictions On
'I

pc!.>in building and neighhorhoud), t,re exits and routes present and clearly

marked, lighting on sl;~ets and walks, police protection, building security,,
railing on stairways, 10dks on doors. locks on windows, conformity Wilh fire

"codes, carbon monoxide.

Services: Maint••,nance Wndrepair, garbage and trash collection, care of public
<>

areas and bullding exterior.

Recl"tlltion: Play areasilfor children, spacc for social gathcrings and hobbies,
rule, for parties, proximity to neighbors lor noise.

D""i!!:n characteristies; Outside appearance, view Irom windows. interior

space, privacy, storagJr laundry facilities, wall and floor coverings, room

arrangement, size of moms, wund insulation, lighting, efficiency and

convenience of kitchen I~nddining areas, appliances, work areas.

11
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• Utilities; Heating and cooling system;, telephone and television installation

available, convenient light switches, venlilation 10exterior in bath and kitchen,

low plumbing no;;" level, adequate Humocr (If electrical <Jutlets, exposed
wiring, leaky plumbing.

,
Among the above criteria ",me 'arc n,,( highly applicable for the conlc"t in Ohaka

City, For example. restrictions on pels in building and ncighbmh,>oo, storage, laundry

facilities, sound insulation, heating and cooling systems, building exterior etc. Some

other researchers have suggested numerous criteria for the housing location selectiOIl.

These decision factors include availability of transportation [acilities, C051 of

transportation, cost of jiving, availability and nearness to raw materials, proximity to

markets, Sue of markets, atlainment of favorable competitive position, incomc and

population trend;" cost and availability of utilities, government attitudes, tax ~tructurc..,
community related factors, environmental considerations, assessment of risk and

return on asset~ (Ko. 2005).

Khatun (2003) detennined the variables for >election of a particular de~tinalion after
"intra-urban migration hy the original residents of okl Dhaka (Dlwlw.iya) frllm old

Dhaka. The ~tudy classified the reasons in ~ix headings that are: neighborhood

charaeteri>ties, economic reasons, dwelling ~pace, familial opportunity. proximity to

school and work and olher factors. Goo<1environment, good aeees~ibility, open and
'I

clean neighborhood and securc<l area arc considered as neighhorhood ehnracteri~ties.

The factor of low land price an~ economic afTordahility arc treated as the eellnllmic

rea'on. Enough space and indeJ,ndent house are considered as familial opportunity.

Faetors of close to school and work are trcated as indicator for location choice. The

other influencing factor, arc comfort, new house, government accommodation. low

"expenditure and no other opti\m.~'

2.5. Housing Locatiun Choi~e Attributcs for the Study

"For the purpose of selection of the housing location choice criteria. primarily a set of

"criteria were selectcd considering the socio-economic characteristics of the,
households of the study areas. Then a reconnaissance survey was conducted to

middle-income nuclear familic~'!() determine most important location choice criteria.,.
•
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The finalized ten dc1ermillllnt arc categorizcd inlo four groups. Following

atlrlbutes Were finally selecled for the study as housing choice location criteria.
tcn

quality.

2.5.1 Spatial AttrihQtcs

The selecled spatial attributes I?r thc study are discussed below:

IJ Disllmce to workplace I
Proximity to workplace expressed in kilometer is a significant criteria by the

hou"Chold to choice locality to renl house. !l is nol easy to identily whether the choice

is conditioned on another or vice-versa. There are SOmestudies that assume that the

intluence of residential location on job location decisions is as important as Ihe

influence of job location on res,!dcotial location (Abraham and Hunt, 1997; Roman, et

aI., 2003; White, 1998, Freedman and Kern, 1997, Khatun, 2003). According to Islam

(2005) access to work amI distance of work place from hurne is supreme important for

house rent determination. Therefore, both decisions arc treated simultaneously in the

earlier empirical studies from different point of views .. nlis indicator not only defIncs

proximity to workplace but also considers the level of aeecs,ibility and availability of
mode of travel, travel time and ~o,t to workplace.

I
IJ Distancc to school

The neighborhood concept of Perry defines Ihal the physical environment of

ncighborhood should be like that a mOtller knows Ihat her child will have no tfamC

streets 10cross on his/her way 10school (Gallion, 1949). It is apparent that in Dhaka a

number of families provide more importanco 01) location of school of childrcn while

selecling rental house IOC31ion.llAeeOrdingto Kauko (2007) and Bender el al. (1997)
.. _... . II.. ~ h ' h' h fi 'h 'proXimity to "",ucatlon servIces IS Important lor ouslllg COlee t al lis wlI soelO_

, "
demographic housing Iheory.

,
i;I Distance to market ,

Distance to markcl can be defincd as di~tance of house from kutcha baJ"aar, grocery

shop, shopping center, dcpartm!!ntal store or olher shopping facilities. Simonds (1961)
"'h. II ... 8d2expres"",", s oppmg eenler 3S an Important fealure oj a community. en er ( 007)

'd .• ,," . f Itk . '. - h 'I entlJJes ,."at pf<,lxlmily0 mar el place IS perCClvedas Important faclor lor ouse
I

I
I:
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lJ Distance to bu~ stop

A number of researches poinled oul the importance of aceessibilily and convenient.,
transport of the dwellers in the city (Kauko, 2007; Bender, 2007; Palma, 2005;

Chuang, 2001; While, 1988). It is apparent that almost half (44%) of the trip~ of the

residents in Dhaka City ar" dependent on bus"," that carry 70% dwellers of the city,
(ST?, 2005). BUM,"are the cheapest travel mode in the city. As a result, a number of

dwellers may prefer to rent a house close to the bus stop to minimize lhe travcl cost

and increase the accessibility. II

2.5.2 Physical Attributes

The selected physical attribute~ for the study arc djscu~etl below:

o Planning ofncighborhood

Deit>; (1998) gave empirical evidence On the relationship between employment and.,
residential location and proved that access to work was not the main determinant of

residential location. He said that some olher factor; such as neighborhood

characteristics were found to be more likely to influence location decisions. Planning,
of neighborhood incrcases lhe convenience of lhe life as well as allractiveness of the

residential areas to live.
.,

II
IJ Municipal sen-ices

Municipal government is rel~p(lm,iblcfor municipal services prov'Sl(ltl within the

municipal jurisdiction arcas.~MunieiPal service; such as solid waste management.

streetlight, scwernge system! stonn sewerage management, arc also important for

residential locational choieJI (Huh and Kwak, 1997; Morrow and Daley. 2005).

14

IJ Road widtb

the residents.

Municipal services inereasel~he convenience and comfort of the city dwelle~ and
reduce sufferings. r

II

Il
According 10 Islam et al. (2007) roatl width is an important faclor that have influence

Oil land price. Road width d~tcnnilles the accessibilily as well a~ U\'ailability or other

facilities. So the residents~~mportantly consider road widlh for housing localion

selection. On the contrary, narrow roads in fronl of Ihe house increase sufferings of

I
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2.5.3 Sl.ICialAttributes

The selected social allributes for the ~luuyare discussed below:

[J Social slalus ~

Kauk" (2007) explained that the prestige of neighborhood is very important factor for

market driven urban renewal. Richardson, Vipond and Furbey (1<174) have pointed

out the importance of social c1a;~ of neighborhood Ii,r residential location scloction.

tl Proximity to relatives and wlleagues

Socia-demographic urban sociology explains that a number of families prefer to live

close \0 relatives, friends and colleagues. It happens that a number of families IODkfor

rental apartments where they can find "'1uatints. This increases the social cohesion

and builds social capital.

2.5.4 Environmental Attribute

lJ Open area

Simonds (1961) pointed out lhltimportanee ofrc<:rcalional area in a neighborhood. He.,
also provided desirable environmental features of the community that arc grecnhclt,

river, ridge, eHff, ravine or ollier physical barrier. He also expressed the idea thai a

park gives a community its identity. The research of Bender (2007) ;hows tlmt the

distance to green area (i.e. ~~k, lake, play ground) is very important factor for

housing quality. Open arcas are the hreathing space <lflhe city dwellers.

The list of the selected atlribltes for house localion choice by the middle-income

nuclear families for the sludy it shown in lhe Tahle 2.1.

II
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Table 2.1: Selected Attributes for Hou';CLO~iltjonChoice for the Siudy
Attribute SI Attribute Comment iGroun ". Name
Spalial I Distance " Di~tance in Kilomeler fonn house to work place
Attributes worknl~ce

2 Distance " Di,tance in Kilometer form house to school ofthe
school chi Idren oflhe lurnilies

3 Distance ", Distance
"

Kilometer fonn house " nearest
market kutcha bazaar, grocery shop, shopping center,

departmental store or other sl;~n~i~-: facilities
4 Distance " Dislance in Kilometer form house 10 nearest bus

bus stOD , ",,'
Physical 5 Planning of Neighborhoed areas where re~idential community
Attributes nciphborhomi Ian is implemented prop<:rl~

6 Municipal ,I Availability of the >ervices for which 'nunicipal
services government is resnonsiblc to nrovide

7 Road width 'r Front road width of the a artment in feet
Social 8 Social status ~ Presti e of the hei 'hborhood
Attributes 9 Proximity " Th, residential areas where relatives eo"

relatives '"' colleagues reside and distance in Kilometer from
collea~ues J their house.

Environm 10 Open area I Recreational area in a neighborho(xJ such as park,
ental lake, nlav ~rounJ

2,6, House Choice AttributJ for the Study
I

Primarily sets of house choice determinants Were selected on (he basis of literalure

review. The short listed allribuJs were evaluated through reconnaissance survey of

the middle-income apartment d{vellers. Based on the priorities provided by them,

finally six apartment selection criteria were finaIi7.cd.The f"lIowing six attribute~ are

selected as house selection criteria fer the study.

2.6,1. Affordability

Affordabiiity is very important indicator for apartment ,election. This i, expressed in

monthly heuse rem of the apart,Jent. rhis can also be detincd witb tbe willingness [0

pay by the tenants for the pur~bse of'house rent. According to Khatun (2003) the

tenants prefer to move to belter house with increase in income. AITorJable cost i~

always a goal for capital expendituTC TCasons, but milny import.1nt goals exist

simultaneously in the residents' ,election in housing and at times these goals may

conflict (Chauhan etal, 2008). This taetor constraint them 10 seicct most preferable

house lncation a, well as lype orhouse.
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2.6.2. Utility Services

According to Ho~,ain ct.al (2008) a great percentage of people change rental house

lor the problems of utilities. Chuang (2001) pointed oul that ,table utility supply

increases the inclination for choosing a house. Utility services increase tho

conveniences and comfort of ci\'k life.

2.6.3. Number ufBedroom

Hossain et.al (2008) sllows that inadequate number of rooms, one of the major

problems raced by the growing households in the city of Dhaka. Requirement ,,[morc

number of bedroom forces the h"u>.eholtls\0 shift their living place. The number of

bedroom is very important indicator for house rent. The indicator also presents the

size in square feet and as well as design oflhe apartment.

2.6.4. Number ,,[Toilet I
The attribute number of toilet represent\>the space of Ille l1ouse.Hossain el.al (2008)

I
notetlthat requirement for larger home is important attribute for housing mobility.

Sharmoon (2007) noted that this factor influences the rent of house, eventually Ille

preference of a house. Bender el a1. (1994) suggested Ihat the ,trueluml variable like

number of bathroom i, significant for 110useselection.

2.6.5. Availability of Air, Suolight

Mahmud (2007) has pointed,. out that about 94 percenl of buildings of the cily

someway have violated the BJilding Cun.,'lrucliun Rule (BeR), 1996 (GoB, 2006) or

"deviated from the appmved plan. The common practice is to usc up the whole land

space between the high-rise anl~ne"t building, Ihu, blocking Olllsllnligl1tand air. As a

result, there are a number of ~partments that cannot find sufficient air and sunlight.
"Dwellers consider Illis issue while looking for a rented apartment in Dhaka City.,
,
"2.6.6. Number ofStorcy'

If there is no escalator in an apartment, Ihe household considers Ihe number of noor of

the apartment for renting. For instance, the families who have "Id or sick memocrs

prefer lower level, of apartmlnls to live. Furthermore, some dwellers do not prefer

the top floor for the high temArdlurc of the rooms during sUmmer.
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The selected hou~e choice alt,iloutcs by the r",ponden!s for the study are enlisted in,
the Table .2.2.

Table 2.2: List of the selected house choice indicators

81. No. Name o£Indkalor ,I Comment
I AfTordability Willingness to pay as percentage of monthly

income by Ihe tenants for the purpose of
house rent

2 Utility services Availability and quality of utility services
J Number of bed room ~ Number of bedroom of apartment ,h,

respondent
4 Number oftoilel Number of toilet of the apartmctl! of the

respondent
5 Availabilily of air, sunlight Availability of air for venti lallol1and "unlight
6 Number of storey 'I Level of the apartment in the building.

2.7. Theories of Decision -making from Multiple Choices

Extensive efrort has been devoted for solving location problems employing a wide

range of objective criteria and llletllOdology used in the decision analysis, GeofTrion

(1978), for instance, includes'decomposition, mixed integer linear progmmming.

, simulation and heuristics that ~ay be used in analYling location problems. He noted

thai a suitable methodology lor ~upporting managerial decisions ~hould be

eompulationally efticient, lead to an optimai solution, and be capable of further

testing. Otllet reselU'Chersstress the importance of mulliple criteria that must be

included in the decision analysis (Erlenkotter, 1975). Many methodologies have heen

utili~ed to solve the facility lociation problem. Haumol and Wolfe (195H) have ,olved

the location problem for minimum lotal delivery co,t "ilh nonlinear programming.

Others have incorporated stochastic functions to account for de'nand and/or supply

(Ros<)nthal,White and Young,.1 978; Wesolowsky, 1977). Other approaches that have

been employed include dynamic programming (Geoffrion, 1978: Saaty, 1996; Tansel.

Francis and Lowe, 1989), ~:Ultivariate statistics using multidimensional scaling,
(Asami and Walters, i989) and heuristic and search procedures (Kuehn and

Hamburger, 1963). 10 many ioeation problems, cost minimization may not be the
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most important factor. The u>\)or multiple crileria has been thoroughly discu."cl! in

the literature ofSdmicclcrjans an~ Garvin, (1997) and Sweeny and Tatham (1976).

"
Sophisticated consumer choice modelling methodologies have been proposed by Oi

Clemente and Bantula (2003) land Guerin (2n03). MCtllOds based on Slaled (as

opposed 1Orevealed) choices allows to identify consumer choice empirically using

semistructured interviews. Within this tradition of housing research known as

perceptions/preferences modelling. Many other specific methodological issues have

gained altention too, such ~~ group decision-making (Molin <-1 aI., 1999).

neighbourhood aspect (Galster, ~OOl).Multidimensional decision analysis techniques

comprise a sophisticated tool for land usc related or environmental problems that

require behavioural or prescriptive treatments (Gregory ct aI., 1997). While tlli, gO"".,
fits well into the housing consumption and preference modelling tradition, it eschew,

the more philosophical debates within economic theory and methodology thai tend to

be attached to the IISCof stated choice metbods. A related multi-criteria decision

making melhodology has been ~pplied for the detennination of the utility degree and

markel value of real estate using experts' assessments of preference decisions 0"

competing aiternatives (Kaklau~kas et aI., 2007).

Multidimensional value and Jndi! refers to a generic quality mea,ure that goes
beyond monelary value or transaction price (Gregory, 2000). According 10 this,
modelling tradition the elicited preference models arc suiled for making monetary

values (Le. market prices) e':l~mensurabJc wilh nOIl-monelary (Le. environmental,

social, cultural, aesthetic, ecological de.) values, for various localions or housing

bundles (Kauko, 2002, 2003') 2006). In a rdaled strand of inquiry. Daly and

"colleagues (2003) advoeate the 'behavioural paradigm' in residential valuation, which

puled more emphasi; on the demand or eonsumer-drivcn faelors related to prefcrenees
II

and intangible qualily components.
II

2.R. Empirical Studies Fofusing Housing Choice

Anas and Chu (1984) emplO~ed Multinolllial Logistic and Nested Logit Model 10

prediclthe housing location choice and mode choice in lravel work ralm 1970 U.S.

"census data aggregated to small zones of Chicago SMSA. The eslimated models arc

~
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I d d. II I. . . . . I .[len lise to nvc the house renl, trave tunc and travel CO,(clu,llCltlCS01 ocatlon

demand. The c1a;licilic, arc also compared and found to agree "ith those obtained

fromolher discretemodels. I~

KhalUn (2003) shows that indidllors thal influence the choice of dC~lination arc nol

always related to the factors thaI cause intra-urban migration of the original residents
,

of old Dhaka (DhalwiYil). The SluJy reveals the assumption thai through intra-urban

migration, a household adjusts its housing need 10 a change of hOIl~choldstructure

"and of socio-economic condition. The mobility paltern is highly controlled by the

housing opportunities. The literature demon,lmtes that the household', housing needs

and aspirations are ditTcrcnt intarious stages of the lifccyele. The study examined

importance of major six influential faclors for selecting a particular area after intra-
,-

urban migration by the original residents from old Dhaka. The study detennincd that

chal1leteristies of the neighborhood hold the most importance to select new

destination. Economic rcasonJarc the second most important factor in selecting a

destination. After !hcn dwelling space, familial opportunity, proximity to sehuol and

work, and other factors arc important respectively.

II
The research of Palma, et a1. (2005) have succecded in developing and estimating a

model of residential location a~comt)1une level for the Pari, region. with a rigorous

econometric treatment of the clldogc~eity of housing prices. Further, the .,tudy has

integrated LJrbanSim with METROPOLIS, providing the first experience of

"connecting dynamic models of land lli.Cand traffic. l.Iy coupling these model, it was,
possible to represent the endogencity of residential location und traffic, given a

"distribution of job location,.

~ . .Vega et a1. (2006) shows !hat the Grcater Duhhn Area (GOA) 1m, c"pcncnccd the

c"traordinary b'l"owthin population and employment during the last dccade together

with the unprecedented incrc!c in house prices. Thcse had significant repercussions

for travel behavior and comn\tting pauerns. In the study the researchers present the

preliminary analysis of the si~ultaneous cstimation of residential location and mode

of travel to work. The stud~ provides estimatjon results for the clfeets or \OctO-

economic characteristics on travel behavior. Several discrete choic(' model structures

~
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"(NL) models,

"arc described and results are shown for multinomial logi! (MNL) and nested log;t

Kanka (2007) assc..%c(l the determinants ofinlm-urban housing location attractivcnc.';

using the AHP tool. He attempted to understand the conceptual factors behind the

resulting assessment in Budapest. In another study (2006) he rcpom ,orne preliminary

cross-country evidence on hoo,ing consumer preferences, based on expert e1iciled

preference profiles generated bYrAilP. The findings indicated fundamental dilTcrcnces

between the two housing market contexts: metropolitan Helsinki (in 19'18) and

Randslad Holland (in 2003). In Helsinki housing quality and a spacious environment

found more important by the respondents. He detemlincd Joc31ionchoke criteria in

regard of the two aspects of 'accessibility' and 'pleasantness'.

I
The study of Chauhan et al. (:2008) examines the significance of decisions in the,
housing project. The study applied Al-IP for decision making to the housing selection

and mass housing planning in Surat, India. Researchers havc integrated goal,
programming into a decislon'siJpport system with Geographic !nfommtion Syslcm

(GIS) technology. 111cstudy attempted to pmvide a guideline to residents' sclCl:tion,

creating a methodology for decision optimillition in the existence of eonflieling goals.
'I

The overall objcctive wa;, to select a housing scheme is Ihe affordable to the diflcrenl,
income groups. The sludy determined thaI geophysical, environmental, political,

- social, economic and regulatory. factors interact to define the housing possibi lities.,.
I:

Hossain et al. (2008) eonducled the study to Identily Ihe factor, thaI influence thc,
decision regarding the housing location change of Ihe lenant h"useholds in some

selected middle.income areaslrin Dhaka CIty. The re~ult shows that a significant

number of hou'>Choldsshift Iheir place of residences withIn the same urea and peoples,
usually do nol want to live in Ihe same place mom than 4-5 years. Furthermore, they

identified that requirement ,)Ibelter and spacious housing arc the key causes lor

shifting the place "f residence.' r1csioJcslenanb arc forccoJ10 c1wngc their tcsioJential
'Ilocation due to rapioJlvrising house rent and conflict with the lalloJlord/lady which

. • 1 ' • c- II . d raflSCJHallly ,or amount 0 IOcreaSlngrent all alOount 0 water usc.

I
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2.9. Analytical Frnmework

The Analytic Hicrarchy Proccss: (AHP) i~ a dccition-support technique. Ralher than

prescribing a "correct" decision, tbe AllP hclps peoplc to determinc one. Based on

mathematics and human psychology, the AI-ll' provides a comprehensive and rational

framework for structuring a problem, for representing and quantifying its clements,
I

for relating those elements to overall goals, and for evaluating alternative solutions.

2.9.1. The Steps of AHP

AHP is a hierarehical represcn4ltion of a system, A hierarchy is an abstraction of the

structure of the system, consisting of several levels representing (he decomposition of

the overall objective to a set of clusters, sub-clusters, and so On down to Ihe final

level. The c1usler or sub-clusters can he forces, altributes, criteria, activilies.
'I

objeclives etc. A step-by-step description or the method according 10 Eddie, el al

(2001) is gIven below.

,
Step I: Decision ('rohlem: weighting the scleclion criteria

The decision problem should be defined dearly since it drives the whole pwee~s_

Before (he use of AHP, the user musl ensure that it is an appwpriale method for Iheir

study objectives. They should clearly explain what their problems are and why All!'
,I

has to be used. After Ihen subjective judgments arc made to gue" each clement

, according to an absolute rdting scale, and compare it with other clements in the whole

SCIdividing ils weight by the tot"lto get its relevant weIght, where those with heavier

weights are key elements. I
Step 2: Framework for pers"lnal selection

In the step comprise of deeomp<Jsingthe complexity of a problem into ditTerent levels

d .. II 1 I' for componenls an synthes"""'g t Ie re at,on 0 the components.

I
Step 3: Setting lip the decision hierarchy

In this step the sy.;temalie re~\:"sentation of the decision hierarchy is developed Ihat
'Irepresents the system of the problem. TIle rommtion of hierarchy is based upon two

assumptions. without which a I~roblemcannot be deltlt with using AHP;

I',
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(Il II is e),.pec!edtlmt each le~e1in the hierarchy would be related to the clement,,
at the adjacent levels. AHP recognizes the interaction between elements of

two adjacent levels ~

(2) There is no hypothesized rclationsliip between the clements of <liffercm
groups at-the same leveL,

II
Step 4: Data collection from tbe selection panel

Data are obtained by <lirect questioning the group who arc actively involved in the

decision problem. A questionnaire is designed to collect data that me u,eful to assign

weights to the clements of the d~tsion hicrarehy.

Step S: Employing tbe pair-wise comparisons
"

The clements of each level of the decision hierarchy arc rated using tile pair-wise

comparison. The Saaty's scale (~aaty, 1980) ofmeasurcment u,ed to rate the intensity

of importance between two elements b adopted; this is shown in Table 2.1. Aller all

elements have been compared w'ith the priority scale pair by pair, a p.1irc<lcomparison
or judgment matrix is fonned. .\

",
Step 6: Estimating tbe relative weigbb of elemellts on each level in the hierarchy.

Aller the pair-wise comparison ~atrix is developed, a vector of priorities (Le. a proper

,or eigen vector) in the matrix is calculated and is then nonnaliLcd to sum 1.0 Or 100

percenl. This is done by dividing the clements of each column "f the matrix by the
,I

sum of that column (Lc. nonnalizing the column); then, obtaining the cigen vector by

adding the elements in each relulting row (to obtain "a l\}W sum") dividing this sum

"by the number of the elements in the row (to obl:lin "priority or relativc weight").

Step 7: Calculating the degre~ (Ifeonsistcn<-')'in order to validate the rcslllls

It is known that people are i~consistent ;n answering questions, an thus on of the

important tasks of AHP IS to calculatc the consistency level of the estimated vedor.

Consistency Ratio (CR) is ~tsed to measure the consistency in thc pair-wi>c

compari,on, Saaty (1990) h~!set the acceptable CR valucs lor different matriecs
sizes, the CR valuc is:
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respondents. Therefore,

consideMion.
II

(2) if the arithmetic methods arc not usable, then another recourSe 10 reuuce the

(1) 0.05 for a 3-by-3 matrix; i~
(2) 0.0&for a 4-by-4 matrix, and

(3) 0.1 for larger matrices. II
With the respect 10 the selection prohlem, all the comparison matrices were shown to

have acceptable consistency. If there were more than one questionnaire where the,c
"questionnaires should have acceptable eonsbtency, they were thcll aggregated to

obtain the combined judgments on the weight at each hierar\;hy level. On somc

occasIOns, ~uch as no usabl~ questionnaire or re~arch require more lI~able

questionnaire, the application of the "looping" procedure (Figure 2.i) wuuld be
considered. These procedure include:

'I
(1) If there is no usable questionnaire, the "rithmetie method suggc.,ted by Saaty

(1980) for the judgmental Tevision would he used to improve consi,tency.

However, these methods may de~lroy the initial logic expected by the

the usc of the'iC melhods may need special

24

CR values is by Te-estimating preferences for improving the quality or

judgments in making pKir-wise comparison. That is to request the respondent

to provide another set oranswers.

(3) If the second procedure faiis, then the last resort is to jump back to step 3 so
,I

that the problem eanllbe structured morc accurately by grollping similar

element;; under a mOremeaningful "ttribute sehen",. In the other "ord.', it Illay

be necessary to redeJtloP the deeisiun hierarchy and construct alt~mative
>

questions so lhat another set of answer:; cun be obtained.

"I~
Step 8: Calculating tile relative weight.. of those I1lting.~witll accepting degn.>eof

"consistency for lhe selection criteria

If
In thi, slep relative weight of all ,c1ccli<)ncrileria are calculated. 'I hen each erit~rion

is given certain score and eal~tlated the fin"l score for each alternative.

,I

il
"Il
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Step I: Decision Problem: weighting thc selc~tion critcria
'I

I
Step 2: Framework for personal selcction

I
Step 3: Setting up the deeisio'n hierarchy 1-

" I
Step 4: Dam collection lrom,.the selcetion panel

'I I
Stcp 5, Employing the pair-wise compari<;ons

,

"
Step 6: Estimating relativc ~'eights of clements on each level in the hierarchy•• 1

Step 7: Calculating the U
Arithmetic

degree of consistency ,
method to

in order to validate the !fNoor very rew improve the No usahleresults I"acceptableCR CR values questionnaire
",

"Usable auestionnairc with acceDmble
,I ,

Step 8: Calculating the relative weights of those ratings with aecepting degree of
consistency lor the selection criteria

L--- ":: J

Figure 2.1: Steps of the Analltic Hierarchy Process
. . "Source: EddIe, et al. 2001

"2.9.2.Data Aggre~atjoll (Ori~HI'

If there is more than One respondent (or more than one group with a homogeneous,
elicitation) the different elieitatiOlIS have to he aggregated. Although sophbtieated

techniques for numerical aJrcgation arc availablc (Ball and Srinivasan, 1994). many

studies use simple average nlca;ures. According to Ncvalaincn (1990) average should
"not be calculated: ralher the' median or the Per/It -fonnula (a + 4" + c)/6, when a is

q

",II
"

,,
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the smallest value, b the mediaJand {"the largest value of the ob~ervations.•way extreme c1ieitations for" ¥d c do not bia> the calculations 100 much.

(1997) also suggested this formula.

In thi~

Kauko

After data collection, in the initial stage of the study. the data (the responsc~ 01"the

respondents) was aggregated in two ways:

1. Perth tormula; and,
1. Wcightctl Arithmetic Mean (WAM).

After completion 01"All I' calculation, the study re,ult showed Ihat re imive importance

of the criteria calculated by using the value derived from WAM was more consistent

than Per/h- I"ormula.For this purpose, finally the intensification ef the criteria ha,

been calculated from data aggregated by WAM.

II
2.9.3. Mathematical Description of AHP

In thi~ section, the AHP teehi\iqlle is discllssed to show how it helps the dcci,ion

according to Challl1g.c\ al. (:2005). Suppose that there are rn objectives, the AliI',
technique performs thc rnulLi-Objcctivedecision by the following steps.

",.
l. Complete thc follo,",ing pair~wisecomparison matri" A for m objectives.

"'" <I" <I,,,
~'" '/., II"".\~ '.
"

,I>

<I•• , ",.: <I,.... 1
Where, a~ indicates how much more important the ilh location requirement is than the

jdLlocation requirement for eitnstructing the column vector of importance weighting of

location requirements. ad ir."dieates how much more satisfactory the id, candidate.,
location is than the j'i' candidate location I"ora partic"lar locmio" erilerion for making
the optimal location dce;siori1

For all i andj, it is neccsS3~~that a,;~ I and a'J~ lia".

it
The possibl~ a~"'~smem valUeof a'Jwith the corre'ponding interpretation is ,hown in
Table 2.3. I~

"~

"~
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Table 2.3. The Assessment ofalj ,

Valueofay Interpretation

I Objective i andj are of equal importance

3 Objective i is weak.ly more important than objective j. ,
5 Objective i is strongly more imponanttban objective j,.
7 Objective i is very strongly more important than objective j,
9 Objective i is absoluteiy more imponant than objective j

2,4,6,8 Intennediaie values

+
Appropriate rating among tbe ~t1ributes to eaeb other between 1-7 is used lor tbis

study. For the values the verbal equivalences of Table 2.4 are given for this re'>Carcb:

+
Table 2.4. The asse~;ment rating among the attributes used in the study

Verbal equivalenccs VlilQe

Extremely important 7

Strongiy important 5

More than equal 3

Equal importance I

Less than equal 1IJ

Strongly unimportant 1/5

-Extremeiy unimportant 117

2. Divide each entry in column i of A by the SUIll of the entric; in column i. This

yields a new matrix Aw, in which the sum of the entries in each column is I.

"" <I" ,I",
• • •,. ,.

;/"
,",~.:... "" ~ ~

"' "' "'

.'.. ,"
"", ~ ".•"
• • •,.

""
,. V ",~~ •.."" ~

"' " .,
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3. Compute ci as the averdge ofthccntrie~ in row i of Aw to yield columll vector C.

"" "" +~-.--.-,.--., ,

" Ii"
,.

<I"
,.

~ ~ ~"",., •• ••
m,,

('~ - (3)

,'"
~'" <I,,, (/.,'"-+-+ ...-" " "" ,I" " 'i" " " •.,~ - -•• •• .,

m

Where, CL represent> the relative degree of importance for the i'" loealion requirement

in the colulnn vector of importance weighting of location requirement. c, represent~

the evaluating score that the i'" candIdate location is a~>cssed for a particular location

criterion for making tlle oplimalloeation decision.

2.9.4. Consistency Arguments

To check for consistency In a pair-wlse companson matrix. lhe ,"b-,lq" arc
performed as foIlow~.

(i) Compute A.C:

0" ,I" ,i,,, ' ,

'J
~" c, Y,

'".\.(' ~
,

".•, "- , ,
" •

(ii) Compute ligen Vector or Eigen value (Ii):

, ". ,.,,~-~
11/ -••

('i)

(iii) Compute the Consbtency Index (Cll as follow,:

CI~8-1i1 (61
III-I

(iv) Compute Consistency Ratio (CR) by comparing Cl to the Randum Index

(RI) for the appropriate value of m to detemline if the degree of

consistency is satl>faL1ory.
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aCb_
11/ (7)

7

I~.41
9 10

1.32 1.45 1.51

If CI is sufficiently small, the deci,ion m~kcr's compari"on~ arc probably consistent

enough to give useful estimates urlhe weights for the objective f"nclion. If elfRl = <

0.10, the degree ofconsi,!c"cy is satisfactory, but ifClIR! > 0.10, incan,;s!cnc;c,>

may exist, and the AliI' may not yield meaningful results. The reference values oflhe

Rl for different lIumbers ofm arc shown below.

Table 2.5. Yalues of Random Index (RI)

I: I: I:" 1:'0 1~12 1:'4 1
Source: Winston, 1993

2.9.5. Adavntagc of AHP

The method AlII' has two abvi\)lls and suhsllmtinl bend;l" (I) it allows for

diversification of demand (and then indirectly also supply); (2) it ascertains un

intangible clements in relation to p<:rccplion_,(Kunka, 2004). According to Eddie cl

a!. (2001) AHP has Iwo advanlages OVerthe simple rating method. First, AliI' adupls

a pait~wise comparison process by comparing two objects alone time to fonnulale II

judgment lIS10 Iheir relative weight. With an ad"'luale measurement, this method is

_more accurate (wilh less experiment error) to achieve a higher level of consistency,

since it requires the resp<m<!enb to think precisely before giving their answers,

Usually, the more a perwn knows about a situation, the more consistent results that
can be expected from the person.

The main advantage of AliI' i~ that it helps to determine relative intensities, Or

weights of identified allributes On the ba,is of the subjective judgment; by pair-wise

preference comparison of that attributes. l:IyAHP it is possible to split a given goal

into several sub-criteria, which arc thcn could be assessed separatcly from each other.

Qualitative factors are crucial, but uflcn cumbersome and usually trcmcd as part of

management's responsibility in analyzing results rathcr than quantified and includcd

in a mudel formulation of Ihe facility location problem (Lee, Green ,rnd Kim, 19~I).
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Qualitative decision factors can be readily incorporated into faeil ity location pr(lblem,
if the AliI' is employed.

2.9.6. CritieL~ms of AHP

Although the Analytic Hierarchy Process has been the subject (,f many [c."'arch

paper:; and the general consensus is that the tcchnique is both technically valid and

practically useful, there arc critics of the method. Their cr1tici,ms have included:

A) since there is no theoretical basis for constructing hierarehies, AHP users can

construct different hierarchic, for Identical decision situations, po"ibly
producing dif!erent wlutions,

B) AHP rankings are claimed to be arbitrary because they arc based on ,ubjective
opinions using a ratio seale,

C) there are said to be flaws in the method, of combining individual weights Into
composite weights, and

D) the process has no sound underlying statistical theory (Wikipedia 2008)_

The method has certain problems however, such as thc inevitable lack or robustnes~.

The inherent property of the AI-IJ'rcstricts the clements to compare to very fc\\'. and

the inability to perform direct comparison of validity with rc,ults obtained with

methods based on revealed choices and market outeume data (Kauko, 2007).

2.10. All Overview ofbhalm's Rental Housing Market

With high growth rato of urban population due lOrural- urban migration and natural

popolation growth, there is a large gap between tbe demand and supply ofhou;c. The

annual requirement of housing in Dhaka is at Icast 60,000 unit~ by the mOSI

conservlllive estimates. I-Iowever. the average rate of production is only 2,500 units
per year (Hafiz, 2000).

2.10.1. Public ReDtal HOllsillg

Government's housing policies consider:; the renlal housing with othcr policies. The

government's publie housing efTorts lhal primarily involve the construction of

dwelling for the public servants in Dhaka City. Public agcncies directly C<)Il,truct

residential units for the employees in accordancc with employment status nnd scale of

grade. However. during last third years, this program has not been able to
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accommodate as much as one fiflh (,fthe govcmmenl employees who con~litule only

ten percent of the IOlal population of lhe city. TIle conslructed houses arc highly

~ubsidized and also built on over generous standard (Asaduz.zaman. 2006). TIle

Dhaka', h"using supply indicated Ihat public hou~ing accounl~ f"r about 7 percent of

the housing ~tock (Islam, 2005). It is c!mraelerized by provision of government

quarters 10 lhe governmenl employees for a rental of no (0 percent) to 7.5 pcrcenl on

the basis of the basic salary a, house rcnl allowance that doe, not varies ace",ding to
spatial region.

A~ the government of lhc counlry eannol ~upply hou"" for all of (hc employees.

monthly 'House Rent Allowance' is paid to them. According to this policy public

servants who arc nOlaccommodated in the public hou~ing are enlilled 10gellhis rent

allowance with the salary. This amount varies from big cities (eapilal and divi~ional

cities) and other areas. This is minimum 40 percent and maximum 65 percenl of the

ba~ic saiary Wilhin the organizalions located in Dhaka Metropolitan Area thaI is larger

than the other areas of the country. This varic, according 10 the salary and

employmenl stalu~. Table 2.6 ~hows the house rent allowance of the government
employee:, in Dhaka City.

The governmenl employees who live in public rental aparlments do not get the

hou~ing allowance. Moreover, certain percentage of salary is dedueled from Ihe basic

salary for co,l of ulilily ;,crvices. This amount also varic, wilil Ihe ~alary ,lruclLlrc,

2.10.2.I'rivatc Rcntailiousing

Private "",clor dominalc~ the rental housing market in Dhaka City as Govemmenl

failed to provide ~uffieienl rental housing for the peopie of the eil). Public housing

accounts for about only 7 percenl of the housing ,lock (Islam, 2(05) and owner

occupancy dwelling of !he city is only 30 percent (UNCI-IS/World !lank, 1992). "Ihal

indicates, almost 63 percent people of the city iivc in private renlal housing {)r<lther

infonnal types of housing. According to the National I lousing Policy, 1993, about one

third (33 pcrcell!) peopie live in slum and squaller, (Go13, 1993). it indicated lhat

about 30 percent people of the city live in privateiy owned fomlal rented hou~e.\ and

apartments in Dhaka. According to Nur (1981) in 1960, 53 percenl of all household,

Jived in privately rented house, bUlby 1973, thi~ percentage has become 603 percent.
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He estimated that mUTethan two third of all household~ in Dhab live in privately

rentoo hous<:s.

It is to note that all of the private rental apartments of the city arc construeted hy own

initiatives or by joint venture with reai estate cQ'npanies. In uur country, stiil nov>

mass level private rental housing construction has not been stmkd. Housing poliey

has not ineorporated the policy to initiate rna" private hou,ing construction as a

housing planning tool. As government hou,ing policy and housing slrategie~ r;~jlsto

meet the requirement of public rental hou~e, the pereelltage "f private rental hOllse

construction have increased in the recent years. Real estate companies build apartment

by purchasing plot'S or joint venture with the landowners. These formal land

developing companies then sale apartment> to the customers. The apartment owners

rent the apartment if they do 'lOt live there. I [owever, this entire trend is ;{, milch

di,crete. for instance, the spatial di~triblllion of the private rental house is very milch

dispersed all around the eity. There are basieally two types of private rental !lOIl"'S in

Dhaka City: fllily rentat hOllseor apartment'Sand slIblctting partial "f the hou~e.

There is no spccilie rule of tixing house rent in the private rental housing in Dhaka

City. The revel of house rent def'\'nds on various faetnrs i. e. hOllsetype, location. siLe

of house, utlllty services, environmental characteristics of the area. distance from

CBD, length of tenancy etc (Nur. 1981). Although. the house rent is directed by a

nllmber of ~patia] atlribllles and ~tandard of the apartment, 'lr hOllse, howcver. it is

finally is fixed by bargaining of the apartment owners and tenants. There is nn

specific ]Xlliey of the government to control the private hOllsc rent. To protect the

tenancy right Govem'nent enacted 'Premises Rent Control Ordinance, 1991' that is

rarely enacted. Even housing peliey also has not addre,sed the malter to preserve the

tenant right in private rental hou,ing. As a reslllt, hOIl';Crent of the private hou,ing j~

increasing day by day. The house rcnt (per square ket) i, h;ghe~t in Dhaka City than

other metropolitan citic~ of the country {Sharmecn. 2007}. According to a .'lIrVCY

conducted by tlIe Consllmers Association of Bangladesh (CAB), year-on-year

increase in house rent in Dhaka City was 17.4% in 200],13.49% in 2002, 8.4% in

2003, 9.96% in 2004 and 7.89% ill 2005. The CAB report~ that nlthough there is n

law- 'Premises Rent Control Ordinance, 1991'-10 protect the tenancy rights. it is not

time- bound and of no use (The Daily New Age Mclro, 2007).
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High.rent oflhe private rental aparlmenl<;compel the tenants 10cumpromisc living in

the residential arcas having loeational advantage and in most precious aparlment
,I

having preferable variables. According 10Nabi et 111.(2003), it is expected that house

rent should not exceed 23 percent of monthly income i.e. one week'.> salary.

However, due to increased house rent the tenants in Dhaka City pay 35.63% of their

monthly income a> house re~t (Asaduzzaman, 2006). He abo determined that

percentage spent as hou"" rent is higher for lower income group than lower income

group. Moreover, his study detennined that house rent is comparatively higher for.,
small size ur housing unit than large 5i>:eofhom.ing unit. For that, the micldle-ineome

tenants have to make some negotiations or the loealion and quality of rental huuses.
selection considering their aITordability.

II

II
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Chapter~03: Methodology of the Study,

3.1. Introduction

The research is conducled wiJ a pre-de,igned methodology thal is consisted of

selection of the sample areas, sample design, data colleclion, and data analy,i~. Alter

conceplualization by reviewing lilerature of prior studies, goals and objeclives have
I

been formulated. To fulfill the objectives the methodology of lhc study i, discussed in

this chapter.

3.2. Selection of the Stndy Arcas

lhe study assumed that most 9f lhe middle-income familie, live in middle-income
rcsidential areas. To fulfill the objectives of the study three residenlial areas are

selected as sample middle-income localities within Dhaka in the respect of spatial

location. In Dhaka City, there is no 'patial demarealion of residential areaS according

to economic class. It is assumed that land price "fthe middle income rcsidenlial area,

are moderate compared to other urcas. The middle-incomc rc;idcnlial area' are

identified as sludy areas, on the basis of land price that are delcrmined by the study

eonduclcd by Shohag et al. (2005). The residential arca, in Dhaka City Corporal ion

ward no. 3 (Mirpur Section" and 12), ward no. 22 (Rampura, Banasree), and ward

no. 50 (Free School Slrecl, Kantha! Bagan) arc selected as sample middle-income

residential area, in Dhaka City lor COnduclingsurvey. Map 4, I ,how, the location~ of
the study areas.

3.3. Sample Design

In order to cover all relevant interesl group,' choice and to analyse by AHP lhe set of

respondents have to be selected meaningfully, nol randomly (Kauko, 2007). A sel of

sample middle-income hou5Chold in Dllaka City is sclecled lor Ille hou,chold

questionnaire survey. The respondenls (larget hou""hold,) arc selected mcaningfully

on tllCbasis of the following three conditions:

(1) Income Group: The ""I of respondenIs arc sdL'Cled tram lhe rclevant t.arget !;roups

whose family-income range is In hetween Tk. 20,000 1050,000 per monlh.
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(2) Household TH'es: For the s!lldy purpose the lollowing three types of families are

targeted.

i) Nuelem- 1:1milieswilh no school going children: Newly married coupk,,
and having no children, and the families whose children arc younger than

school going age;

ii) Nuelem-fumilies wilh school going children: Families have at least one

school going child; and

iii) Nuelear families wilh children who are above than school goiog ~ge.

(3) Tenant of Privale Rental Apurlment: Pamilies are stationed as lenanlS at privately

owned multistory apartments in the study area.

The study has applied Analytic Hiemrchy Process (AHI') for data analysis. COlleelion

of usable primary data for AHP through household questionnaire survey is very

extensive and sensitive process. Moreover, dat~ ~nalysis by this 1001i, rigorous and

complicated. It is very difficult 10deal wilh large number of sample in Ihis proces;.

Even the prior studies ;ho", that the number of re;pundent, lor determining

information of housing quality and area assessment was limiled for computing

eonsislent relative weights of the attributes by AHP (Bender, et al. 1997:Kauko,2(07).

According to Kauko (2()(l2) (he number of respondent, docs not have to be high lor

,AHP. Depending on the application eVen one expert may be sufficient. Beeau,e,

rather th,," relying on stali~tieal sampling. tne usc of AI.ll' is always dependent on

qualitative information of the variables. In a similar setting. Ball and Srinivasan

(1994) offered a rigorous evalualion of p,yehologieal facto" for hou;e seleelion in a

suburb of Boston. US on the basi, of opinion of One decision maker by the u;e of

AHP. Prior studies show that the optimal size of selected respondents lor questionnair

survey was about twenty for the AHP when used for housing quality and area

a>sessment (Nevalainen et aI., 1990; Bender et aI., 1997, for the u~e of questionnaire

,urvey). Therefore, the sample ;i~e or re'pondellts na~ been limited to 90 Ii" data

collection (10 lrom eaen type of families tmm each sample area,), The study

primarily divided Ihe 11Irgelgroups of middle.income families on Ihe ba,;s of I,unily

structure (earlier mentioned tbree groups) a"d eslablished quotas on tne Ilumber of tile

re'lX>ndents for each group. Table 3.1 shows the quola\ of tile number of middle-

income nuclear families of difTerent ;tudy area;.
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Table 3.1: Number of the Respondents

! Family Study Area NUlllber of Total numher of
Ty", I Respondents Respondellls lhe

, FamilrT'f1"
Family DeC Ward 3 (Mirpur Section 11 and " 30
Type A 12)

DeC Ward 22 Ram urn, Banw,ree), 10
DeC Wardl~)(} (Fl'ee School Street. 10
Kanthal Ba.mn

Family DCC Ward 3 (Mirpur Section 11 and 10 30
Type B 12)

DCC Ward 22 Ram urn, Bana;ree , 10,

DeC Wal'd 50 (Free School Street, 10
Kanlhal Ea anl

Family DeC Ward 3 (Mirpur Scclion II and 10 30
Type C 12)

DeC Ward 22 Ram urn. Banasree , 10
DeC Ward 50 (Free School Streel, 10
KanthaJ l3aga~;

Total 90

At the initial slagc orthe queslionllail'e survey. first l'esPOndenl(wh" have Il,lIll1ed lhe

three eondilions) ofa family type from a sludy area is traeed randomly. Theil other

respondents of Same family type are deleetedlhrough 'Snowball Sampling' process.

In Ihis way the sample households of other Iypes were luund to conduct que,liollnairc

survey. Every respondent from a quota arc sc1ected rrom different roads I" a ~ludy

,area to avoid biasll<,'8sof spatial location or re;pondent's apartment.

3.4. Data Collection

Dala collection has been involved rmm primary and >ccondary sources.

3.4.1 Primary Data Collectioll

In the initial stage or lhe study ~ reconnaissance survey was conducted fol' clear

understanding or the study area. The sludy has required primary data regarding lile

relative importance of localional altribules 101'residing in a residential al'ea and lhe

sla"dard~ of the houses ill respecl or lhe tenants. These dala is collected througil

exteru;ive household questionnaire survey orlbe sample dwellers in lhe ;ludy areas by

using a structured quesliunnaire (Appendix A). Moreover, socio-eeonomie

eharnelcristic8 of the sample ramilies and physical condition of the re,idential
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environment have als" collected lrum the households through que.,tionnaire ,urvey.

3.4.2 Secondary lJata Collection

The housing sub-market situation data (i.e. rental housing market) is colleded frolll

.>econdary -'Qurces. Dif1ercnt books, published journals, unpublished thesis.

magazines, and new~pape" are used Locollect secondary data.

3.5. DataPreparation

Before data analysis Lhe coHec!ed primary daLa through que~tionnairc ~urvcy Wa,

prepared through qualiLativeand qualitative techniques. Statistical Package for Social

Science (SPSS) and MS Excel were used for data preparation related to 'ocio-

economic character of Lhesample househol<ls and IDeational and apartment quality.

For <letermining Lhe rating of each pair "f attribute, "f housing locution choice and

hQusing eharacteri>lics <latawere aggregated in Lwoway~, firstly in Pcrth formula,

then by Weighted Arithmetic Mean (WAM). For data aggregation in WAM pmce~~

the following ~tages were followed (Figure 3.1).

Firsl .1'laKe-Freqr,ency delerm;nalum: At fir,t di~ercte (ungmupcd) frequency

of the respondent's number who gave an assigned relative value ofa pair of attribute"
have been determined.

Second sl"Ke- Weighted Arithmelic Mean (WAM) c"leulal"'''' 'Illen

comparativc values of each pair of attributes have been calculated througb
determining weighted arithmetic m""n.

Th;rd .,Iage_ FilUl; V"lue ()I Each /'(1;1' uf AlJrihutes delermi/l"liu,,: For <lata

analysis through the Analytical Hierarchy Proee", in data prcpuration stage the final

values of each pair of attributes are calculated.

Frequcney detcmlinalion

j

Weighte<lArithmetic Mean (WAM) calculation

j

Final Value of Each YairofAllrihutcs determination

Figure 3.\: Stages of Data Preparation
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For dala aggregatioll by f'crlh- formula lowe,;!, highc~l anti Jll~dian of cach pair "I'
-I

altributes ha~delermined for calculating the lInal value of a pair of atlribules.

3.6. Dlltll Analysis

Dalll analysis of lhe ,llldy has basically lwo part~, In lhe fir~t part ~{msi~tsof the

general analy,is regarding lhe cnndition of the ,tudy area a,; well a, socio-e~onomic

condilion of the sample houscholds. Second part of the study consisls of

determination of the relative weight of the variables of loealiunal choice and housc
eh()ice by applying AI'II'.

-,

3.6.1. Generic Analysis

Statistical Packagc of Social Sciellcc ~uflwarc SI'SS 11.0 and Microsoft bccl were

used for generic analysis of socio-economic condition of the sample hOll,cholds.

re~idenlial and hou>c characteri~ties. AnalJ7ed dma i., presented in Annex IJ. C and D.

3.6.2. Allplieatilln of AIIP

Various statistical tools have bcen used for dellning the primary data, Then Analylic

Hierarchy Process (AI-IP)has Ixcn used lor dma processing and analysis to detennine

prioritized optiolls of the households for ,electing residential locations and hou,e

types. The AHP is a worldwide and famous technique for supporting deeision-Inaking

within a number of choices thaI is developed by Dr. Thomas L. Saaly. Al-lP i, a

decision-,uPP()ft.system Ihal is based Oil malhemalics and human psychology

algoritlun (Saaty, 1990). Al-ll' ha~ already been successfully applied by Bender et al.

(1997), Chaung (2001), Kauko (2007) and ,orne other researchers in the conlext or

housing appraisal. It is a powerful 1\>01to measure the relative dcgree of importance

according 10the customer's requirements in lhe situations of multiple objcclives and
diverse alternatives.
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ChapterM04: Study Area Proide and SocioMeconomic Aspects

of the Sample Households

4.1. Introduction
The study deals with the housing preference1middle.income tenants. The study

assumes that most of the middle-income families reside in middle-income areas. For

the study purpose three study areas are selected as sample middle-income localities

within Dhaka City. This chapler presents the profile of the study areas, socio-

economic characteristics of the sample households and characteristics of the study

areas and apartments where the sample families reside.

4.2, Study Area Profile
Dhaka City Corporation (OCC) Ward no. 03, 22 and 50 are selected as study areas.

The study basically targets the residential areas that arc located in OCC Ward no. 03,

22 and 50. These wards are selected as sample middle-income localities within Dhaka

City in the respect of spatial iocation as well as land price. Study area profile

describes the location and area of the study areas.

4,2.1, Basis for Selection of Study A~

To fulfill the objectives of the study, it attempts to identifYmiddle-income residential

areas to address the middle-income families. It is assumed that most of the middle

class families of the city reside in middle-income residential areas. However, there is

no spatial demarcation of residential areas in Dhaka City on the basis of economic

class. The study assumed that the residential areas are middie-income whose land

prices arc moderate compared to the land prices of other areas. The middle-income

residential areas are identified on the basis of the land price determined by Shohag et

al. (2006). Among the middle-income areas the mentioned three residential areas are

selected as sample middle-income localities within Dhaka City in the respect of

spatial location. For instance, one study area is located in eastern part, one is in

northern part and one is in central part of ncc territory. Map 4.1 represents the

spatial distribution of the study areas.
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Map 4.2: Map of Ward No. 03
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4.2.2. Location of the Study Areas

OCC Ward no 03 is located in Pallabi thana that is consists of Mirpur section lis

(Block C), Mirpur Section 10 (Block A, B, C). II is situated in the northern part of the

OCC area. The ward is surrout.ded by OCC ward no. 4 and 5 in the east side, ward no.

5 in the north side, ward no. Nn the west side and ward no. 14 in the south side.

~
Ward no. 22 is located in Kbilgann thllllll that covers the areas of Paschim Rarnpura,

Paschim Hajipara, Purba Rarrl.pura,Uttar BllIlllsree,Bagichar Tek, Mobanagar Project,

Nasirer Tek, Dloner Tek, Omar Ali Lane. It is located in eastern part oftbe DeC area.,
The ward is surrounded by OCC ward number 20, 21 in the north side, ward no. 26 in

the east side, ward no. 23 and 55 in the south side and ward no. 37 in the west side.

II
Ward no 50 is located in Dhanmodi thana that consists of the areas of Crescent Road,,
Free School Street, Kanthal Bagan. It is located in Central pan ofOCC territory. The

ward is surrounded by word no. 37 in the north side, ward no. 57 in the east side, ward

no. 52 in the soutb side and 51 in the west side.

The locations of the study areas are shown in the Map 4.1. Detail maps of the study

areas are shown in the Map 4.2, Map 4.3 and Map 4.4.

'I
4.2.3, Are.

OCC ward no. 3 covers 531 acres of area. Ward no. 22 has an area of 530 acres

whenever ward no. 50 surrounds 163 acres (BBS, 2001). The wards are average si:ted

wards compared to other wards of DeC. The study areas are highly build-up

residential areas.

4.3. Socio-economie Conditions o(tbe SlImple Housebolds

Socio-economic condition plays an important role on residential bousing location

choice for rental house as well as selection of the rental apartment by the household.

The study basically deals with the middle-income private apartment's tenants in the

study areas. The part of the chapter discussed the socio-economic conditions of the

sample households residing In the study areas.
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Total population of OCC ward no. 3 is 69,956 and 86,363 is in ward no 22. The total
'I

population of ward no. 50 is 67,193. The average household size of wards no. 3, ward

no. 22 and ward no. 50 are respectively 4.98, 656 and 4.99 (BBS, 2(01). The average

household size of the family'~ A, B and C are accordingly 2.5, 3.77 and 4.05. As

the sample families are nuclear type, the average household size of the sample
>

families is lower than the study area's overall average household size (Appendix B:

Table B-1). Average household size of the sample families is 3.44.
-I

The members offamily type 1Aare comparntively younger than the type B and type C-,
Type C have comparatively more elderly members compared to the other two types.

Figure 4.1 shows almost half (42.67%) of Ihe family members of type A are wilbin,
the age range in between 21 1030 lhal is also highest (3554%) for type C. Type B

bave a significant pereentage of member in the range less than 10 and 11 to 20 (15%,
and 27. 43% respa:tively) thai is the age limil for school going. Only famlly type C

has very few number (0.&3%)of elderly people who are more than 60 year (Appendix

B: Table B-2).
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Figure 4.1. Age SlnIcture oflbe Family Figure 4.2.Education Level oflbe Family

Members of Sample ~spondents Members of Sample Respondents

Source: Field Survey, 2009 Source: Field Survey, 2009

The graph of education level (Figure 4.2) shows that the members of family type A

have mostly educated people who have passed Bachelor and Master that are 33.33%

and 30.67"10 respectively. Family type B has the most significant percentage (28.32%)

less than sse or school goiog members. Family type C has comparatively higher

level of educated members than the oilier two groups. Almost half (405%) of the
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members of this type have completed bachelor (Appendix B: Table B-3). One point

should be noted that the literacy rate of the swnple household is prominently higher

than the education level of the country.

The percentage of male members is slightly higher than female members to an of the

swnple families types (Fi~k 4.3). Type A, Type B and Type C family have
'I

respectively 52%, 57.52% and 59.5% male members (Appendix B: Table B-4).
,I

Typo" TjpOB T);I<lC
ICMlole I:lFemOIe I

• •~
~fEto
"•"

Figure 4.3: Gender Distribution of Family.,
Members of Sample Respondents

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 4.4: Occupalion Pattern of Family

Members of Sample Respondents

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 4.4 shows that almost half (42.67%) of the members of the family type A are

service holder that is comparatively lower for type B and C that is accordingly

16.81% and 26.45%. The number of businessmen in the respondent's families is

lower than the number of service holders. The percentages of businessmen for the

three types of families are around 8%, 16% and 20%. Family type B have great

number of student family members (46.02%) that is also high for type C (28.8%)

(Figure 4.4). Among the students some are school going and some others are elder

than school going age and are college or university students. A great percentage of

household members are in other occupation group who are mainly housewives and

housemaids that consists. 45.330/0,19.47"/0and 21.49% respectively for family type

A, Band C (Appendix B: Table B-(6).

The effective demand of size and quality of housing is largely determined by

aggregated household income. In general higher level of income demands for larger

'1
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and more luxurious houses. The study found that most of the rental apartment

dwellers are upper-middle income families.

II:ITY~A I:ITI'I"'6 IITypeC.,

20001-25000 ,25001-30000 30001-40000 40001-50000
Monthly Income (Tk.)

Figure 4.5: Household Income ofthe Sample Families

Source: Field Survey, 2009 I
The study reveals that very few percentages of family type A (6.67%) and type B

(3.33%) have monthly household income within Tk. 20,001-25,000 (Figure 4.5).

Family type C are comparatively well off than the other two types of families. More

than half (60"10) families of type C has monthly income in between Tk. 40,000 to

50,000. This may happens because of having comparatively larger household size.

Even half (50%) of the rafflily type B is within this range. Most (36.67%) of the

family type A has monthly family income in between Th. 30,001 to 40,000.

Moreover, 40% Type B families and 40% type C families are in this income group

that is comparatively less than type A. No family type C has less than monthly income

Tk. 30,000. On the other hand major part of family type A have less than Tk..40,000

monthly income (Appendix B: Table B-5).

The study found that 33% family members of type A and B and 53% members of

family type C have two earning members. This is a significant cause of the high

family income. As the education level of the sample respondents is high, it is also

apparent that higher education envisages higher jobs and eventually higher family

income.

4.4. Mode of Travel to Work Place

Travei to workplace is one of the major purposes on total trips. So, distance to

workplace is very important indicator for housing location selection. The jobholders

very significantly consider accessibility to job place.
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Figure 4.6; Percentage of Office Trip by

the Working Members of Sample Families

Source: Field Survey, 2009 1\

Figure 4.7:Time Required for Office Trip

by the Working Members

Source: Field Survey, 2009

The study shows (Figure 4.6) that 32% of the primary travel trips of the sample

respondents to work places is by walking that covers the high percentage of total trip,
number. After then, 29"/0 primary travellrips are by ricksltaw and 24% travel trip to

workplace is by public bus. Furthermore, only 1% of working members of the sample

tenants use private car. The rest 14% working members use other modes of travel

(Appendix B: Table B-7). Time required for travel to office depends on the mode of

travel, distance from home lind traffic flow condition of the road. The study reveals

that (Figure 4.7) about 11% working members of the sample households need less

than 10 minutes to go to office. Most of the people need 31- 40 minutes travel trip to

workplace. Very few percentage (only 1.2%) of respondents need more than 1 hour

(Appendix B: Table 4-8).

4.5. PhysiCllI Characteristics of the Study Area

For selecting the residential areas for renting house, the tenants always consider the

physical characteristics of the areas. So, the physical conditions of any residential

areas arc desperately important attributes for residential location decision making for

renting house. This part of the chapter is an endeavor to show the physical condition

of the localities where the respondents reside. This determined physical condition of

areas with respect to the sample households.
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Figure 4.9: Front Road Width

ofthe Sample Household's Apartments

Source: Field Survey, 2009
""

Source: Field Survey, 2009
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Figure 4.8: Condition ofFronilRoad

of the Sample Household's Aiktmenls
"

"4.5.1 Road ::
The front road of house is vet,. important to the dwellers for selecting rental house.

All families significantly contder road width and road condition before selecting a

house. However, some famili~~are not satisfied with the condition of the access road.

""~~

Jl

Figure 4.8 shows about 27''/0 oflbe family types A and C whose apartment front road

is bad in quality that is 13% for tile family type 8. Maximum families of type B

(almost 67%) have good access road cornpal'ed to almost half from the type A and
"33% from the type C (Appendix C: Table Col). The study shows that maximum,

families have 10 to 20 feet wide access road. Figure 4.9 shows almost 57%, 50% and.,
70% sample families have this type of front road for tile type A, type B and type C

respectively. Wllenever, no family lias less than 10 feet access road. 27"10 of type A,

20% of type Band 23% of type C lIave road more than 40 feet wide access road

(Appendix C: Table C-2). Tile re,-pondenlS are multistory apartment dwellers. As a

result, the width of front road does not represent the general trend in Dltaka City.

4.5.2. Rain-water Drainage

It is matter of fllet that in Dhaka City the situation ofrain water drainage system is not

good. As a result, it occurs water logging immediate after rainfall at a number of

residential areas and creates huge 5IIfferingfor the city dwellers. Although incident of

water logging negatively influence the decision of rent house, the study found that a

number of families compromised this fuet. Figure 4.10 represents that about 40 % of

type A families suITerfrom water logging during rainy season that is almost 23% and

27% for type B and type C respectively (Appendix C: Table C.3). ,
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[JO<:currence 01water Logglll\l .1<1No Water logging

Figure 4.10: Incidence of W~ter Logging in the Front Road of Sample Households'

Apartments I
Source: Field Survey, 2009 I

Ii
4,6, Community Fltcilitieil of the Study Areas
Livability ofa city is laid on'~a good neighborhood to grow up in. For a child growing

up, a quality environment of a city is one where (s)he can safely and progressively

conduct more responsibilitY and develop other life skills. Necessary community

facilities within a city can put contribution to create a habitable neighbor community

life. Provision of commo.miJ facilities such as open space, parks, community centers

and safe roads with street ,lights at night provides opportunity to the dwellers for

interaction and building cdmmunity attachment. This creates prospects to develop

community conservancy and prevention of crime. This could also playa great role in

safe guarding environmentill and social quality of tile community. The study silows

that community facilities m;enot always situated in walking distance.

P1aWmund P_ _1Ih careC<xnmLril)'ShOWO'lll K<Cd>o Grocery Religious
"",tar co_ ""_ bilz...- .I>op center

[JOnfoOlIlRId«h ••• I!IP_= [JBuo

Figure 4.11: Mode ofTl'1lvelto Reach Community Facilities by the Sample Families

Source: Field Survey, 2009
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4.6.1 Educational

Educational center especially school are very important attribute that the families with

school going consider with 3roper care for housing location selection. Among the

types of sample households o'hly family type B have school going children. So these

subsections only concern about closeness to school. The study found that 3.33% of

respondents from sample faniily type B can reach to school of the children on foot,.,
wherever 50% respondents use rickshaw (Figure 4.12). That mean rickshaw is the

most favorable mode to go to school. The figore also shows that 10% household use

private car and 6.67% u~ bu~to go to school to send their children to school.,

'"
~5mil ~to'O 10tol~16to2020+ml"

min min mil

Figore 4.12: Mode ofTlavel for School

by the Sample FamilyType B's Children

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 4.13: Travel Time to Reach School

by the Sample Family Type B's Children

Source: Field Survey, 2009

I
Figure 4.13 shows the InIvel time required to reach school by the sample families with

school going children. The study found that very insignificant number (3.33%) of

families' children can go to school within less than 5 minutes. Large percentage

(46.67%) can go to school within 10 minutes. The figure also shows that 23.33%,

16.67"10 families' children go to school by respectively 10 to 15 minutes, 16 to 20

minutes. Furthermore, 10% families need more titan 20 minutes to reach school.

4.6.2 Healtb Care Ceoter

Health care center is one of the most important community facilities for residential

area selection. People consider proximity of health care center before renting a house.

The Figure 4.14 shows that 64.67% sample tenants can go the health care center on

foot. Around 65% type A family members can go to heaith care center by 10 minules

that is almost 73% for type B and type C. About 30% type A household need more

" ,



than 15 minutes that is 20% fjr type B and 16% for type C (Appendix C: Table C-4

and Table C-5).

20+ min

II
~mln

•'" , ,

5to10mln II 11to15min 161020n,;o

~YiieA DTypo6 DTypeC I

Figure 4.14: Travel Time to R1ch Health Care Center

Source: Field Survey, 2009 il

4.6.3. Re<.':reational
Recreational facilities are very important for the residents of any city. Tbe people

consider closeness of park, playground, lake and other fucilities for choosing rental

house. Even proximity of recreational facilities increases the attractiveness of a

residential area. This also increases the apartment rent in an area. However, it is a

matter offuct that most of the residential areas in Dhaka City do not have playground

and parks within walking distance. Figure 4.11 shows only 27% surveyed families

have playground and 2% have park within walking distance. Rest of the families goes

10 park and playground by rickshaw, bus, private car or any other travel mode

(Appendix C: Table C-4).

TypeC

II:I>srm c Sto 10mn 1:1111015rm D 16102Onin [J20+mn I
Figure 4.15: Travel Time to Reach Recreational Center

Source: Field Survey, 2009
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No families have got any Pla~ground or park within 5 minutes distance. Only 10%
family type A families can reach playground within 5- 10 minutes that is 23.33% for

type B and type C. 30% sample family type A and 8% type C can get playground

within 10 to 15minutes (Figure 4.15). Around 27% type A, 17%type Band 43% type

C families can reach playgro:lnd within 16 to 20 minutes. Moreover, 33% type A.,
families, 60"/0type B and 27% type C need more than 20 minutes to reach a nearest

playground. The situation is more critical for park. Only 3% type A families and 23%

type B and type C can reach nearest park with 10minutes. 42% type A can reach park,
within 15 minutes. It takes \ ~ to 20 minutes by 20% type A, 17% type B and 10%

type C. Great percentage of '~Ple families cannot reach nearest parks within 20

minutes. The number for type A is 33%, that is a large percentage for type B (60%)

and type C (67%) (Appendix C: Table C-5).

4,6,4. Community Center

Community canter can play an important role for community building in a residential

area. The study shows that the surveyed 63% families have close enough community

center to go there on foot (Figure 4.11). Most of them can reach there within 10

minutes (Figure 4.16). ,t
m ,
•
•
•
•
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Figure 4.16: Travel Time to Reach Community Center

Source: Field Survey, 2009

4.6.5. Shopping Facility

The dwellers of city consider the location of any shopping center, market, grocery

shop or any kutcha bazaar for selecting the rental apartment. Almost all residential
areas have grocery shop within walking distance and prefer to go there on foot (Figure
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4.11). 45% and 63% familie'i; have shopping center and kuthcho bazaar within

walking distance and can go tht.e on (0(){(Figure 4.11; Appendix C: Table C-5) ..,

J,
f

l"fge/\ T~peB T~peC TypeC

Shcp_ ""_ ~, i<U<no~•• _ Grocery ol>opr II'i1 [] 5 ~ 10 II'i1 [] 11 to 1511'i1 II 16 to 20 II'i1 • 20+ II'i1I

Figure 4.17: Travel Time 10Reach Shopping Facilities

Source: Field Survey, 2009 II

Figure 4.17 shows that 18% sample type A, type B and type C can reach to shopping,
center within 5.minutes. It takes 5 to 10 minutes to go to there by 77% type A, 50010

type B and 56% type C. It takes II to 15minutes to go to shopping center by 8% type

A and that is slightly higher'~or type B (33%) and type C (28%). The study shows

most of the sample families o~all types can reach to grocery shop within 10 minutes

(Appendix C: Table C-6).
,,

4.6.6. Religious Facility II
In Dhaka City almost every residential areas have mosque "Iithin walking distance.

This is also reflected in the study (Appendix C: Table C-4). Figure 4.18 show that all

the residents can reach mosque within 10minutes on fO(){(Appendix C: Table C-5) .

••,
•
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Figure 4.18: Trovel Time to Reach Religious Center

Source: Field Survey, 2009
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4.7. Physical CODdition.~oftheApartments
This part of the chapter discussed about the apartment condition where the sample

respondents reside. For selecting the apartment for renting, the tenants always make
'I

comparative judgments of the characteristics of the apartments. The physical

condition of the apartments is~very important to the target group of people. This part

attempts to describe the condition of the physical attributes of the respondent's

apartments of the study areas in respect to the famHytypes.
-I

4.7.1. NumberorSrorey II
Apartment renters importantly consider number of floor. Most of the families do not

want to live at ground floor for lack of privacy and security. The most top floor also is
1

not a choice of the renters because of hard work to reach upper floors where there is

no lift. On the other hand, th~ top floor generally absoms more heat from sunlight and,
makes the floor wann during summer season. Generally, the tenants choose the floors

other than ground and top floor, though the rent is higher to these floors compared to,
ground and top floors.

".,
••
'"• =

Ground Floor

,I

2 to a

I
•••

CTypeA'

CTyi>OB I
CTypeC

.'
figure 4.19. Number of Storey ofthe Apartments

Souro:: Field Survey, 2009

The study shows (Figure 4.19) that only few (8%) type A families selected ground

floor for living. Most of the families of type A live in first and second floor that is

47"10. The number of type B is significantly higher (40"/0) who live in 3n!and 4thfloor.

32% type C families live in I'" and 2ndfloor and 26% live in more than 5"' floor. 42%

familylype C live in I" and 2ndfloor that is same in number for 3'" and 4"' floor. Only

14% type C families live in more than 4thfloor (Appendix 0: Table 0-1).
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Figure 4.20: Floor Area ofthe~partment

':
4.7.2. Floor Area IJ

The size of apartment expressed in square feet is an important criterion OOI1sideredby

the household for renting hous~. Larger size ofapartmen! increases comfortabiHty for

household. Specially, when th» number of family member increases and the children

of the families grow up, thellfamilY needs larger space. However, some families

squeeze in a small apartment considering some other factors that restricts to rent then

larger apartment. :1

•

Source: Field Survey, 2009

The study shows thaI family tYPe A whose household size is smaller than type B and

type C, stay in smaller apartmF thllll other two types. Figure 4.20 depicts that about

25% type A families live in lek than 1000 sq ft apartment and rest of the families live,
in less thlll1 1500 sq ft sized apartment. The study also found that most of the families,
of type B and type C live in 1000 to 1500 sq ft sized apartment. About 20"10 of the

family type C live in less than 1000 sq ft sized apartment, when 23% in 150\ to 2000

sq ft and 5% in more than 2001 sq ft (Appendix D: Table 0-2). This indicates that

sample families having smaller household size are living in smaller apartment.

4.7.3. Availability of Air and Snnlight

In Dhaka City a number of buildings are constructed by lack of maintenance of set

back rule. As a result, a number of apartments in Dhaka City cannot find sufficient air

for ventilation and sunlight. The study found 20% sample household's apartment have

neighboring building within 3 feet at least one side.

" ,
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4.7.4. Number of Bedroom

The tenants always consider,tthe number of bedroom before nmting. Even small

families look for at least two-bed apartment for future need or for the incident of guest.,
accommodlltion. The household usually chose an apartment that can accommodate the

members of the family with n1intaining thc privacy and comfort ability. The number,
of bedroom directs: the house rent. As a result, families want to adjust between

requirement of space and affordability. The number of bedroom of the apartment also

depcnds on family income. The sludy found (Figure 4.21) that 3% of type A families

have single bedroom, 47% faf!lilies bave 2 and 50"/0families havc 3. No families of

,.
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e"" 0

, ,
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100
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, 0,., , I

Num •••• 01Be<! room

type B and type C have single bedroom. 47% type B families have 2 bedrooms and

53% have 3 bedrooms. As ty;!e C families have larger household type, they require

more bedrooms. 80% famille,j~of type C have 3 bedrooms and rest families have 2.,
bedrooms (Appendix D: Table iD-7).

'I

J
'DTypeA
DType B
IClTl'JlOC

'IFigure 4.21. Number of Bed Room

Source: field Survey, 2009 ~

figure 4.22: Number of Toilet

Source: Field Survey, 2009

4.7.5. Number of Toilet

Number of toilet and its quality represents the space of apartments. So, the tenants

consider the number of toilet for renting apartment. The sludy shows most of the

apartments have lit least two toilets (Figure 4.22). Only 3% offamily type A and type

B have single toilet. 77% of family type A have two toilets where 55% of type B and

60% type B have same number of toilets. Respectively 20%,36% and 30% families

of type A, type B and type C have 3 toilets. 8% of family type B and 10% of family

typc C familics have more than three toilets. One thing should be pointed out thllt now

a day, some house owners or builders are constructing more number of toilets than

number of bed. Sometimes, separate toilets are constructed for maids of the house

(Appendix D: Table 0-8).
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4.8. Condition of UtilitylServke

The availability and continuity of utility services are very vital components for

comfortable civic life. The teJms apparently consider the qualities of utility services

before renting an apartment. Eyen lack of utility service or the unsatisfactory quality

of any utility services can pay important factor for housing choice. However, in

Dhaka city a number of household are suffering from lack of the utility services.
II

,.
~A TWOS TypeC

ICPa~ CUll CGoinoralo,CSealrily I

Figure 4.23: Availability of Utility Services in the Apartments of Sample Households

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 4.23 shows that res~tively 57%, 33% and 23% families have no parking

facility for family type A, B ':md Co Furthennore, respectively 30%, 20 % and 43%,
household do nOIhave lift or elevator, 60%, 57% and 57% do not have generalor and

43%,47% and 50% do nOIhave any security in the apartment for family type A, type

B and type C (Appendix D: Table D-1O).
;1:s 100
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Figure 4.24-A: Salisfaction Levels for the Utility Services by the Sample Households

Source: Field Survey, 2009
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Figure 4.24-8: Satisfaction J.b,els for the Utility Services by the Sample Households
"Source: Field Survey, 2009 il

Though almost all households of tile study have water supply, gas supply, electricity,
supply llnd sewer and garbage disposal system, a number of households have not got

the service quality in an ai:1ceptablelevel (Figure 4.24-8). There is a variation of

satisfaction level of the three types of families. Comparatively family type A have less

satisfaction level than type 8 and type C families. It is true that quality of utility

supply vary within apartments and residential areas. For example, the satisfaction

level of electricity supply is less compared to other utility servi~s to all types of

families. The electricity supply system all over the country is miserable for power

shortage. As a result, the problem regarding load shedding is more or less same all

over the city that increases during summer seasons (Appendix D: Table D-ll).

I
Figure 4.24-A shows the satisfaction level of the earlier mentioned facilities by the

households who got the facilitlls in their existing apartments. The figure presents that

"respectively 20%, 3.33% and '16.67% households of family type A, Band C are not

satisfied with parking. Moreo~er, respectively 6.67''/0, 13.33% and 10% of the three

"types of families are not satisfied with lift. Furthermore, family type A, B and C are

"not satisfied respectively 3.33%, 13.33% and 6.61% fur generator and 6.67%, 6.67%

and 16.67% fur security. !I
100 "

4.9. MODtbly House Rent

Affordability is expressed in terms of willingness to pay as house rent and it is a very

important factor that affects the choice of rental apartment. In Dhaka City, house rent

"



"is oompaTatively higher than 'any other areas of the country (Sharrneen, 2(07). All

over the city there is spatial~variation of house rent depending on the loeational

quality as well as the quality 9fthe apartment (Asadu:z:wman,2006). The present rent

structure of tile middle-inconi~ areas varies from place to place, However, the study
'"considered the rent variation in respect to the family structure rather than area.

II4.9.1. Monthly House Rent ortbe Present Apartment
"The study shows (Figure 4.25) that very few (only 3%) family type A pay Tk. 3,000
I

per month. Respectively 180/0, 23%, 52% and 7% family type A pay Tk. 5,001 to

"8,(l{JO, 8001 to 10,000, Tk. 10,001 to 15,000 and more than Tk. 15,000 per month as

house rent. Most orthe survJ~ed familles pay Tk. 10,001 to 15,000 per month that is

53% for type B and type A. F~mily type C pay respectively TIc 5,000 to 8,000 (10"/0),<,
Tk. 8,001 to 10,000 (28%), .•k. 10,001 to 15,000 and more than Tk. 15,000 (33%),
house rent (Appendix D: Tab!e 1)..3).
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Figure 4.25. Monthly House Rent of the Apartment

Source: Field Survey, 2009

4.9.2. Per Square Feet Montllly House Rent

The study presents the average per square feet house rent of the apartment according

to family types. Family type A, B and C pay respectively 11<9.2, 8.7 and 8.4 as

average per square feet house rent. On an average per sq ft monthly house rent of the

apartment paid by the sample respondents is Tk 8.77.

II

This represents that the smaller households pay higher average house rent. Smaller

families live in smaller apartments. This reflects that average house rent is higher for

smaller apartment.
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Figure 4.26: Relation ofhouse.renl and floor area

Source: Field Survey, 2009

This trend is also presented in the Figure. 4.26. Per sq it monthly house rent is Tk.

9.12 fur apartment size less ili\m 1000 sq ft, wherever that is only Tk. 7.98 fur more,
than 2000 sq ft sized apOo/"ent (Appendix 0: Table 0-6). The research of

AslldllZlalllllll(2006) reveals the same fact that average rent fur small housing unil is

higher than medium and larger housing unit.

4.9.3. Household Income lind Expenditure for Household Rent

Most of the middle-income families spent major part of their family income as house.,
rent. According to Nur et a1. (2003), it is expected that house rent should not exceed

23 percent of the monthly intome i.e. one week's salary. However, the study found.,
thllt the most of the household spend around 25 to 45 percent of their monthly income

for [lOUserent. I'
The study shows that family type A spend average 32.630/.., type B spends average

31.57% and type C spend 31.44% of their household income for house rent. That

means the sample households spend on average 31.88% of their monthly income for

accommodation that is ltiglwr than the standard. This percentage spent, as house rent

is slightly lower than the average determined by Asaduzzaman (2006) for house rent

that was 35.63%. In general increase of household income increase affordability to

spend more ftShouse rent. However, the study shows different trend (Figure 4.27),

This indicates that the families with lower monthly income spent more as house rent.

Moreover, this represents smaller families pay higher percentage of monthly income

for house ren!.
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Source: Field Survey, 2009
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Fig 4.28: Percentage of Households of

Percentage of Income Spent as House Rent

Source: Field Survey, 2009

A significant portion of the monthly expenditure is for the purpose of house rent.
I

House rent is the single main part of their family expenditure. The study shows

percentage spent for the puJse of house rent of the rotal monthly income. Figure

4.27 reveals that house rent expenditure reduces with the increase of family income

up to a level. Then the expenditure as house rent increases again. The household

whose monthly income range in between Tk. 20,001 to 25,000 spent 34.4% as house

rent that is 29.39% whose mohthly income ranges between Tk. 31,001 to 40,000. This
'Ipercentage increases to 31.16% for those families whose monthly income ranges
'I

between Tk. 40,001 to 50,000 (Appendix 0: Table 0-4).

Figure 4.28 reveals percentage of households that spent certain percentage ofincome

as house ren!. This figure shows tllat 38.89% respondents expense in the range

between 31 to 35% of the monthly family income for paying house rent. 4.44%

sample respondent spent more than 40% of the monthly income for this purpose.

Only 7.78% sample households expense in between 20 to 25% of monthly income for

accommodation (Appendix D: Table 0-5). This indicates the high percentage of

monthly income spent for house rent. This represents high price of house as presented

with house rent.
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Chapter-OS: Criteria 'or Residential Location Choice

Introduction5.1. II
The middle-income tenants who are nuclear families consider a number of attributes

to decide on the residential areas for renting the apartment. It is assumed that

Importance of the attributes 'kay vary according to the family composition. It is a,
matter of fact that all of the households cannot afford to rent a house in the most

preferable housing environment all times. This chapter attempts to address

comparative importance odthe selected attributes like distance from workplace,

school, market, bus stop, plan of neighborhood, condition of municipal services, road

width, social status.,proximitYof relatives or colleagues, and proximity of open areas.

The study reveals that relati;~ magnitudes of these indicators vary with respect to the

family structures in the existing housing environment and the preferred housing.,
environment. Three types of1nuclear families are selected to study, these are: families

without school going child, families with school going children and families with

children above than school going age.

II
5.2. Criteria of Present House Location Cboice

The study determined the ai!gregated profile of present house location preferences by,
different types of middle-income families. Location choices by sample households are

aggregated by arithmetic mean to avoid bias to any variables. This subsection shows,
aggregated profile of different variables for selecting the locational quality of housing

environment in Dhaka City by different family types. The study opens up the

possibilities 10 show the relative importance of attractiveness of different residential

areas in Dhaka.

5.2.1. Criteria of Present House Location Choice by Family Type A

Sample family type A are young couples wilh no child or have children younger than

school going age. This port of the chapter determined the relative weight of the house

location crileria to the sample that are sho'Nl1by the pair-wise comparison matrix in

the Table 5.1. The comparison matrix clearly shows in ordinal scale that distance to

workplace is evaluated more important than distance to school. This criterion is 3.67:1

more important than distance to market, 3.33:1 more important than distance to bus
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an ordinal scale.

stop. This is also 2.98:1 more,lmportant than plarming of neighborhood, 2.71: 1 more

important than municipal ~Iervices, 2.62:1 more important than road width.

Funhennore, this indicator is~3.33:1 more important than social status, 3.2:1 more

important than proximity toil relatives. The sample family type A considers this

detenninant 2.22: 1 more important Ihan open area. In the same way, the pair-wise

matrix gives the aggregated itAportance of each factor compared to all other factors in,,,
"

,,
Table 5.1: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of House Location Choice by Family Type A

"
2. 3. il 4.

II7 3.67

:1
0.14

I. Distance to
workplace
2. Distance 10
school
3. Distance 10

""""" ""' 7 , I 2.89 '.M 2.02 2.28 "m 'M 2.22

4. Distance to
,
I

bus Slop "' 7 0.35 2.63 ,m 'M 2.58 '" ,,
5. Planning of ,
neighborhood 0.34 , 0.38 0.38 , 2.32 ,m 2.29 3.43 1.76

6. Municipal
0,,1services 037 7 0.' 0.43 , 3.58 3.58 U 2.56

7. Road width 03. 7 "..• 0.41 0." 0,28 1.62 1M 2.13

"8.Soclal status 03 7 0.33 0,39 OM 0" 0.62 , 2.69 2.64
9. Prolo:imity II
10relatives 0.31 7 0.41 0.' 0.29 0.3\ 0.41 0.37 , LIt

10, ~ 0045 7 0.45 0.' 0.57 0,39 0.47 0.38 93 ,
Source: Field Survey, 2009

Table £-4 (Appendix £) shows relative importance of each factor by nonnalizing the

comparison matrix in Table 5.1. The relative importance of distance to workplace as

well as other house location criteria is presented in Figure 5.1.

,
I

'I
"
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Figure 5.1: Weight of House Location Attributes by Family Type A

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 5.1 reveals that distance to workplace is turned to be most important attribute

to sample type A families for selecting the present house location. Generic analysis of

occupational pattern oflhls family type shows the fact that 33% family type A have

two earning members. As a result, they prefer to live close to the working place or

close to the area where they can get iocational advantages to access to work place. A

number of researchers pointed out the importance to workplace for location choice

(Abraham and Hunt, 1997; Romani at aI., 2003; White, 1998, Freedman and Kern,

1997, Khalun, 20(3). The tenants want to live close to office to avoid the nuisance of

time loss due to traffic congestion. The importance of locating close to market place

becomes the second most important criteria. Closeness to grocery shop, kutcha

bazaar, shopping center or departmental shop is relatively important to this family

type. Among the ten factors distance to bus stop that represents the level of

accessibility also urges one of the strongest decisive factors in house location

selection. After then municipal services have higher weight than planning of

neighborhood. This is apparent that planning of neighborhood and municipal services

are important for comfortability of civic life in a residential area. Road width, social

status on prestige of area, proximity to relatives or colleagues, and open areas carries

less weight than the attributes related to accessibility to workplace, market, bus stop

and planning of neighborhood. To this type of families, distance to school is very

insignificant for having no school going family members.
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The pair-wise comparison matrix of the factors shows importance of the factors in

ordinal scale that can be converted in ratio scale after nonnalization of the matrix.,
Fonn the weight of the criteria it can be measured that distance to workplace is 1.48,
(= .229/. 154) times than distance to markrt, 1.83 (~229/.125) times than distan<;;eto

market. This criterion is 2.12(~. 229/. 108) times more important than planning of

neighborhood, 1.99 (~. 229/. 115) than municipal services, 3.os(~. 2291. 075) rimes

than road width. Furthennore, it is 3.37 (=. 229/. (68) times more important than,
social status, 3.82 (=. 229/. 06) times than proximity to relatives. Finally this factor is

4.32(~. 229/. 053) times mor~ important than open area. In the same way, distance to

market is 1.48(=.229/.154) times less important than distance to workplace and

1.23(.=.154/.125) times more important than distance to bus stop that is

1.15(~.125/.108) times more important than planning of neighborhood. Municipal

service is 1.53 (=.1151.075) times more important than road width. Proximity to,
relatives is 1.13 (=.0681.06) times less important than social status and 1.13

.1
(=.060/.053) times more important than open area. In the same way ratio scale of

each criterion compared to each criterion can be detennined (Appendix G: Table G.I)

.,
5.2.2. Criteria of Present Bouse Loclltion Choice by Family Type B

The study detennined the :~relativeweight of ten locational factors for choosing

residential area by the nucleQrfamilies who have at least one school going child. The

comparison matrix in Table 5.2 clearly shows weight of each pair of attribute in

ordinal scale. It is observed from the matrix that the number of comparisons is equal

to number of combination of the criteria. Since, there are ten criteria, there are ten

comparisons for each criterion.

In the first row in the Table 5.2, it is found that distance to workplace is

comparatively more important than all other location factors. Second row is showing

that distance to school is 0.59: I less important than distance to workplace and more

important than all other criteria. In the way, each row of the table shows the

evaluation of all factor compared to other factors. The Table E-4 (Appendix E) is

showing the relative weight of all the locational factors. The relative weight is

representing the aggregated weight of each house choice factor by the sample

respondents offamily type B.
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Table 5.2: Pair-wise ComJXIrison Matri~ of House Lowion Choice by Family Type B

Source: Field Sunoey. 2009

I. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.
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Figun: 5.2: Weight orHouse Location Attlibute5 by Family Type B

SouI«: Field SUI'\-ey. 2009

Figun: 5.2 graphk:ally depicts the weight of housing mea eholee fneton to .nnln the

goal 1000000tioMIadvantage. Among the scla:ted fadon distance to workplace and

di!itllJ1Ceto school of the family l)'pC B seems to hlI~-e hlghc$t and lllmost smnc:

imJlOl'tlll'ICC.It lndialtes that this type of faml1ics IIOl'ITIllllyput highest and almost
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same priority for living close to workplace as well as children's schools. A number of

researches comply with this n:~uirement for selection of house location (Abraham and
"Hunt, 1997; Romani et aI., 2003; White, 1998, Freedman and Kern, 1997, Khatun,,

2003). These two decisive factors find almost double Importance than the other

"factors. The respondents want accessibility to work and school with minimum time

and cost. The study also ShO~~that 50% of the school trips are with rickshaw, where

only 6.67"10 are with bus (FI~ 4.11). That means the preference of the distance to

school is the distance to traJel with rickshaw. Distance to market holds the third

position that has slightly m~re Important than distance to bus stop. Figure 5.2
'I

represents these types of family consider accessibility as the most Important criteria
'I

than any other factors. It is obvious that closeness of workplace, market school and-,
bus stop incn:ases the convenience of the dwellers' life. Forthe proper distance to bus

stop as well as the availabilit~:of pubHe bus service are taken Into account. The study

found 24% job trips are with bus. Availability and quality of municipal services

comes next in the line of ;1,king. The figure represents municipal services are

reilltively more Important trn:~ planning of neigbborhood, road width. This type of
-I

family gives very less weight to social factors like social status or prestige of

residential area and proximit~~ofrelatives compared to different factors. Closeness of

park, playground, lake or the Otheropen areas and closeness of relatives find least and
'I

almost similar priority to family type B.

The comparative impoJ of pair_wise lIttributes in ordinal scale can be-,
transfonned in ratio scale by using the weights of the attributes. Most important

criteria arc distance to workplace and distance to school that are almost 1.7 (=

.199/.117) times more important than the closer important choice factor distance to

market. On the contrary, this criterion is 2.77(=.119/.043) times more important than

the most less important facto;~proximlty to relatives to this type of families for house

location choice.

5.1.3. Crlterlll or Present Honse Location Choice by Family Type C

The aggregated values of pair-wise Importance among the house location criteria In

the nuclear families Type C I(who have children older than school going age) are

shown in the Table 5.3.
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Table 5.3: Pair-wise Comparisbn Matrix of House Location Choice by Family Type C,
1. 2. " 6. 7. 8.3. 4. 5. 9. 10.

1. Distance to ,I
workplare , , ,.~3m 2.62 '" 2.84 3.04 2.82 2.19

2. Distance to 'II,
_1 0.14 , 0.t4 0.14 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

3. Distance to I
mllJ"ket "'" , , 3.13 3.76 2.48 ,. 2.58 2.88 2.51

4. Distance to I
bus slOp O.ll , 0.32 , 3,16 2.73 3.18 ,. 2.62 2.77

5. Planning of II
neighborhood 038 , 0.27 0.32 , '" 1.79 1.75 2.' 1.96

6. Municipal
II
Iservices 0.39 ,

0.11 0.37 OM , 2.78 2.91 ,.~2.73

7. Road width 0.35 , 0.38 0.31 0.56 "'" , '" 3.22 2.76

ll.Social Ii
status 0.33 , ll.39 0.36 0.57 0.34 M , 2.91 2.62

9. Proximity !I
to relatives 0.35 , 035 ll.38 038 033 031 0.34 , 3.31

10.'""
,- "" , M 0.36 0.514 0.37 036 038 "'

,
Source: Field Survey, 200911
The informalion from the: pair-wise comparison matrix shows that distance to

"workplace hold very high irrlportance compared to other factors. First row of the table

"shows thaI distance to workplace is mostly importanl than the factors distance to

school, market and bus stop!IThe sample family type C evaluates this factor more than

the faclor social slarus for 11Jcational choice of house. For this way, each row shows

the relative importance of respective criterion based on subjective judgment compared

to other factors. Table £-4 (Appendix E) shows the relative importance of all factors

for house location choice by the 5!IIIlpie family type C. This is also found here that

principal weight is for the factor distance to workplace.

I
I
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"Figure 5.3; Weight of House' local IonAttributes by Family Type C

Source: Field Survey, 2009 f

"The relative weight of each location choice factors is depicted in the Figure 53. The

"figure graphically signifies the comparison of different factors for selecting existing

apartment location by the t1lllPIe family type C. The figure shows the relative
I

importance often location choice criteria of aparonent location selection on a 'zero.

lo-ooe' scale where higher v'Lue represents the Itigherpreference of the criterion. This

type of families conSideredllthe closeness to workplace mostly oornparing to other

factors for selecting exiting'rpartment location. The ditTercrn:eof relative weight for

distance to market and bus ~top are no! too much important compared to closeness to
II

workplace to these types of families. Living close to market is more important than

bus stop to them. Then they provided priority of comfort of life with availability and

quality of municipal services. After then these families give priority to planning of

neighborhood. Furthermore, the figure 5.3 shows that the importance ofroad width,

social status, proximity to relatives and closeness to open areas come respectively. As

these families have no school going member, the closeness to school is appareotly

insignificant.
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Simply dividing the weight of a criterion by that of the other factors, the rational

important criteria can be obtained for family type C. The estimated weight represents
"that family type C prefer distance to workplace 1.28 (.218/.171) times more compared
"to distan<:eto market that 'is second choice to the respondents for selecting existing
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house location. Moreover, thi~ most preferred option is 4.44 (=.218/.049) times more
I

important than the least important factor open area to family type C.

5.2.4. Comparison of Critel for Present Honse Location Choice according to

Family StructulU !I
Comparison of relative weig~~among the criteria for present house location choice

II
by different types of families in Dhaka City is summarized in Figure S.4.

II

Figure 5.4: Comparison of weight of Present House Location Attributes by Different

Family Types

Source: Field Survey, 2009

As explained above the relative importance of the fuctors are derived from elicitation

of different types of nuclear families. As shown in the Figure 5.4 the comparative

importance of the factors by different family structures vary slightly. The most

important element for all sample family types is distance to workplace. Generic

analysis shows tblll the percen\llge of working member is bigh in the household of

respondents. 1be sample family type A considers this factor comparatively more

important !han o!ber two famil~ types. Housing location near to school is apparently

important to family type B J they have scbool going members. Family type C

provides importance to live clo~r to market compared to type A and B, where family, .

type B tum least importance fOr tbe element. The position in !be line of importance

.moo, ,", f~ily "'" i,""'1' =,fu~:i,,,,,re'0 bw.op ,,' ""'" wi""'."" ili,

•
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other hand, distance to work place, planning of neighborhood, municipal services,

proximity to relatives and open area are comparatively more important to family type

A than the other two family types. From the figure, it is noted that to provide

importance to distance to school family type B give less importance to ali other

factors than the other two family types. The criterion social status is equal important

to family type A and C.

5.2.5. Present Loadion Criteria by Ovcl'llll Attributes Type

The locational choice variables used in the study are grouped in four categories to

overall attribute types: spatia!, physical, social and environmental. The aggregated

result of relative importance of criteria for present house location choice showed that

it varies according to the criteria and family types. It indicates that relative weight

also vary according to the overall attributes type that is represented in the Figure 5.5.

E O,ZOO

•~ 0.100

~ 0.100

~ 0.Q5(l

•o
_I_buteo

l:l1)peA
I:lTypeB
l:l1)pec

E"*,,~I.I
AttJ1bules

Figure 55: Present Location Criteria by Overall Attributes Type

So=: Field Survey, 2009

The figure shows thallhe relative weights of spatial attributes (average of distance to

workplace, school, market and bus stop) are surprisingly higher compared to the other

types of attributes. Family type C evaluates these attributes with high priority

compared to type A and B. Moreover, transportation problem due to time loss for

traffic jam lISwell as travel cost encourage the tenants 10consider spatial attributes.

Then comes the importance of physical attributes (average of planning of

neighborhood, municipal services and road width). It may happen that Ihese physical

attributes that increase the convenience of civic life, increase the comparative

importance 10 all family types. Social attributes (average of social status and

proximity to relatives) turned less weight than physical attributes. On average the
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residents of the city give least~weight for environmental attribute (open area). This is

increasing the risk of crisis of physical and mental well being of the dwellers.

The figure shows that to family type C, spatial attributes are 1.4 (~.2l81.l55) times

more important than farnily type Band 1.68 (~.2l81.13) limes more important than

family type A. To family typ;;fA physical attributes are a Uttle Important than type C

and 1.25 (=.099/.079) times tmore important than to type B. Furthermore, social
•attributes got same importance to family type A and C that Is 1.3 (=.0641.049) times

more important than family type B. The environmental attribute is somewhat same

important to family type A, type C and type B respectively.

'I5.3. Criteria for Preferred House Loeation Choice According to Family

'ISlTDetures
The housing environments that fulfill preferences and requirements of the families by

considering affordabllity of the families are preferred house iocatiou. A number of

attributes interact with the preferences and requirements of the household to choose

house location. Most of the time people want to rent an apartment in the residential

area where they can live wid comfort. The families almost have not achieved all the

locational options altogether I~trequ~d level in the selected present house location.
,

The preferred house location:ls such that where the tenants can achieve all required

indicators in expected leveL' However, it is ironic; most of the time there remains

some gap between the attributes of preferred and rented apartment's location.

5.3.1. Criteria of preferred HoIIH Location Choice by Family Type A

Figure 5.6 reveals that distance to workplace is turned to be most important attribute

to type A families who have no school going children in their preferred house

location. They prefer to live close to the working place to reduce travel time and cost.

The importance for locating close to market place holds second priority. Closeness to

grocery shop, kutcha bazaar, shopping center or departmental shop is relatively

important to this family type. Distance to bus stop and municipal services are

evaluated to equal importmlt to this family type. Then comes the importance of

planning ofneighborhood. R1ad width lISa decisive factor follows the earlier factors.
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Figure 5.6: Weight of House l.oefItion Attributes by FamilyType A

Sowto:: Field Sun'e)'. 2009

Open areas carries more ••••-eighllhan the llUributc Jl!'O:'Iimityto rclldives or eolleague1

To this type of familie$, dirumce 10 $Chaol is vay imigniflCllllt, II.'!Iix)' lulve no

school going family members.

5.3.2. Crltnt. ofPnfernd HOll!ltLocatio ••Chol~ by Famll)' T)'Jle B

The study fouRd thaI the relative weight of ten Iocational factors for pn:fmt:d

residential areIl by the single families who 1Ia,'e fit IeaSl one school going members

(type B) ~ Figure 5.7 gmphically depicts the wright of housing areIl choice

factOf!l 10 atlDin the goal Ioealionlll cdVllnlllge. Family type B evaluates distance to

workplace and diswx:e to school with highest and same Importllnee eompomd to

others, Di5lllnce 10 mllri;ct COIllC$ to third priority that has more: Impomncc ltum

municipalservices.Di~ to bu$stop comesnext in the line of rankingand
~t5 it;s relatively more importllnt dum planning ofnelghbort1ood,l'OlId width,

social and open tuea. This t)'JICof familie$ gi\'e!I least weight 10 social fllCt~ like

social stlltu5 or pre5ligc of =identilll ~ lind p!OlIimity of relatives.
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5.3.3. Crikrla of Pmtrrtd Ho~ Loatlon Choke by Farni!)' Tn~ C
'"The ~llltivc magnitudes of~ location choice fllctorSin preferred ~ location are

depicted in !he Figure:H. The figure grnphiadly ~igllirresthe oom~SOII ofdiffete11t,.
(acton for prefen-ed apmtmint 1oclItioobythc family type C.,.
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Figure S.8: Weight oftlOlJSe location Attributn by Family Type A

Source: Fiek! Su,,",)'. 2009

,I
The figure reveals thaI this type of families considered the eloslCness10 "Mp1tK:e

mostly compared 10other faaOf"S.The diffem.:e Ofn:lali\'e "Ieight for living close 10
••

mmct is Ic$$ importDnt eom~ to closeness to won:p1tK:e to these types of

families. Living close to bus $lop, availability and quality of municipal 5el'Vi<:elland

planning of neighborhood are mort' or 1~ simllDrimportant to than. The importance

J
I
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of road width, social statuS, proximity to relatives and closeness to open areas come

respectively for the preferred house location. As these families have no school going

member, the closeness of home to school is apparently insignificant.

5.3.4. COll1pari!ODof Criteria for PRrerred Hoose LucatlOD Choice According

to Family StrodoR

It is obvious that residential location choice varies according to the purposes of the

families. The purpose of the families varies with the family structures and number of

family members. The study has the scope to compare the relative importance of house

location choice criteria in prefemd house according to family organization. The study

shows these weights for existing and preferred house location are different. By

aggregating the elicitation of the sample respondents of different types of families, it

is found the comparative picture ofthe most preferred options for selecting housing

location. There is more or less difference among the relative importance of the options

and priorities of tile options among the target groups.

0.200
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CT'fPe A
CType B
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of Weight of Preferred House Location Attributes by

Different FamilyTypes

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 5.9 shows that the factor distance to workplace is significantly important for all

of the sample families. This is more important to family type A compared to other two

family types. It is normal that family type A and type C found the factor distance
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school very insignificant, as they do not have any school going members. The figure

represents that distance to market is highly important to family type C that is followed

by type A, and then to type B. The comparative pictore shows that the relative

importance for the criteria distance to bus stop and planning of neighborhood is

almost same. The factors municipal services, road width, social status are important to

family type A and type C that are slightly highly preferred than family type B.

Proximity to relatives and Open area is least important to all of the family types. It is

slightly more important to family type A than family type B and type C.

5.3.5. preferred lAH:ationCriteria by Overall Attribntes Type

As different family types have different purposes, the relative importance of different

types of families differs for preferred house location. This difference in relative

importance is reflected at overali attributes accordingly the family types in Fig 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Preferred Location Criteria by Overall Attributes Type

Source: Field Survey, 2009 iJ
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The figure shows that the relative weights of spatial attributes (distance to workplace,

school, market and bus stop), physical attributes (planning of neighbomood,

municipal services and road width), social attributes (social status and proximity to

relatives) and environmental attribute (open area) are important for preferred house

location to the families respectively. The bar diagram depicts that the spatial attribute

is mostly important to family type B compared to two other family types who put

same importance. Family typcilB that have school going children and incorporated the,
distance to school as spatiall attribute causes the overall importance of the broad

group. These attributes are 1:~18(=.149/.126) times less important to family type A
,>

and C than family type B. Physical attributes are almost same importmt to family

type A and C, and about 1.2 '(=.1051.087) times more important than family type B.

II ,
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This sort relation of the relative importance is identical for the social atlribUles. In

respeCito family type A and C this factor is 1.34 (~.0631.O47)times more important
than family type B. Only to family type B environmental attribute is to some extent

irnporumt than social attributes. For environmental attribute relative importance is

respectively important to family type A, C and B.

!Ii.". Gap between Present and Preferred House Location

House location preference modeling based on target group's opinion proves a

valuable support for assessment between present and preferred location of the rental

apartment. Specifically, while referring to the target group questionnaire approach for

determining locational value, a distinction can be drawn between elicitations of the

respondent That represent trade off of choice profiles by them. The study shows that

there is gap between the existing preferences of house and its location than the

preferred options in Dhaka City furthe target groups.

5.4.1. Comperbon of Present and Preferred House Location by Family Type A

Opon .ro.

""",,",,pol ••••.• _
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Weight of Present and Preferred House Location

Attributes by Family Type A.

SoW'Ce:Field Survey, 2009

For different reasons there is a gap between the present and preferred house location

by family type A. This gap is reflected to the differences between the weight of the

house location cboice criteria for the existing house location and the most preferred

options. As the values of the criteria are aggregated, the overall differences for the
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group of all families of type A is not reflected so notably. Figure 5.11 shows that

distance to workplace is less evaluate<!as preferred option than present hQuseby Type

A. this means, the family type A have not compromised to live close to work place

compared 10other options to select the present house location. Even same picture is

found for the criteria distance to bus stop, and proKimity to relative that got

importance to choose present house location. On the other hand, this type of families

compromised the factors distance to market, planning of neighborhood, municipal

services and social status slightly. Moreover, they trade off the widlh ofroad and open

area mostly from preferred house for attaining the other factors. The factor distance to

school is insignificant for house location.

5.••.2. Comparison of Present and Preferred House Loeatloo by Family Type B

For choosing rental house, all families try to get the high quality of all the locational

criteria. Nevertheless, in a number of times they need to compromise some factors to

gain the relatively preferred options. The study is advantaged to determine the

comparison of the relative importance values of the different criteria of the present

house and the preferred house location.
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Figure 5.12; Comparison of Weight of Present and Preferred House Location

Attributes by Different Family Type B

Source; Field Survey, 2009

This fact is graphically depieted in the Figure no 5.12. The fignre shows that family

type 8 have not compromised living close to workplace, school, bus stop and for

other criteria in the present house. Furthermore, the criteria of social status of
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residential area and living close to relatives get priority to achieve in present house

location. This indicated that the families type B have gOI the locational fadlity of

these mentioned criteria for renting their present home. On the other hand, the figure

shows that this family type trade off the factors municipal services and closeness open

area greatly. Moreover, they compromised distance to market, planning of

neighborhood and road width to some extent for selecting the present house location.

This indicates that the family types compromised the later mentioned criteria for

achieving the earlier options.

5.4.3. Comparison of Present and Preferred Honse Location by Family Type C

All families try to relit the house in such a iocatioll where they call find comparatively

more locational advantage. For fulfill this purpose, sometimes they become forced to

do negotiations for some options by comparative judgments among the criteria.
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of Weight of Present and Preferred House Location

Attributes by Different Family Type C

Source: Fieid Survey, 2009

This is true for family type C for selecting the rental house location that is presented

in Figure 5.13. Normally families give more priority to proximity to workplace and

most of the times do not want to compromise this optioll. That is proved in the figure

for family type C. Distance to bus stop is so much rational for this family type that

they attained the advantage ill present house. There is insignificant gap between the

present house location criteria and preferred location criteria for road width and

proximity to relatives. On the contrary, for attaining the mentioned locational
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advantage, family type C have compromised the factors availability and quality of

municipal services and planning of neighborhood decidedly than the preferred weight.

Moreover, they have compromised distllllCe to market, social prestige of the

residential area and closeness to open area somewhat. The picture shows the fact of

lack of planning of the neighborhoods in Dhaka City and problem of availability and

quality of municipal services. It demonstrates about awareness of the people about the

advantage of planning of neighborhood. However, lack of planning in the

neighborhood enforces the people to live in unplanned neighborhoods.

5.4.4. OveraJl Criteria of Location PTcfel"ence

Any family prefers to hire a house in such a location that have most locational

advantages and accomplish the preferred options at expected level. However, for

different causes the situations go up against to fulfill all preferred options by the

households. In this situation, aggregated preference of the entire targeted sample

groups negotiate to select the house location.

o.too .

GIPresent Location I
DPreferredLocation

Figure 5.14: Comparison of Overall Weight of Present and Preferred House LocatiOll

Attributes

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 5.14 shows the comparisou of the oveml! importance weight of the sample

family types regarding existing and preferred options. The figure make it

understandable that the sample families do not want to compromise the criteria

distance to workplace, distance to school and distance to bus stop. This indicates the

utmost meaning of the spatial factors to the sample families. It is also found that there
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are some other factors that the families obtained more or less in their present house

location such as distance to market, social status and proximity to relatives. However,

they have to compromise the physical attributes like planning of neighborhood,

municipal services, road width, and environmental factors like closeness to open area.

This situation indicates lack of planning practice for community development in

Dhaka City. The people are aware of the importance ofp1anning of the city. However,

due to lack of implementation of planning principles, people are not getting the

loeational advantage of a planned neighborhood. On the other hand, the municipal

authorities and concern public authority failed to provide sufficient municipal services

like street light, garbage disposal, sewerage facilities, storm water drainage and so on.

However, people are not getting the services in a satisfactory quality in a number of

residential areas (Figure 4.24-A, Figure 4.24-8). Even, there are a number of

residential areas where people do not get any open area like park, playground, garden,

lake or any green areas for recreation (Figure 4.15). This indicates that people are

rC<:luiredto manage some locational facilities by considering some otller facilities.

~.~. ConMstency Arguments for I.oclItJoual Attribntes

1be study estimated the relative importance of the criteria for housing loeationai

preference on the basis of elicitation of different nuclear-family stn.letures. The study

is sub- divided into two major sections.

Table 5.4: Consistency of Relative Imponance of the House Location Attnbutes

Housebold type Option , CJ CR=CIIRI COn!iMcncy

Type A Present 11.34284 0.134284 0.08893 Consistent

Preferred 11.34522 0.149469 0.098986 Consistent

T"" B Present 11.06687 0.118541 0.078504 Consistent
Pref_d 11.08023 0.120026 0.079487 Consistent

TypeC ",,=, 11.40056 0.151087 0.100058 Consistent

Preferred 11.44294 0.151267 0.100177 Consistent
Source: Field Survey, 2009

Firstly, to determine the relative importance criteria for selecting the present house

location and the preferred house location for renting apartment. Secondly, the study
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also estimated the Consistency Ratio (CR) by comparing Consistency Index (CI) to

the Random Index (RI) that represents the consistency of the AHP calculation. Table

5.4 shows that relative weight derivate through AJW for all sample family types have

expected level of consistency, as all CR is less orequal to 0.1.

5.6. Conclusion

All types of sample middle-income families give priority to proximity to workplace

for selecting the existing residential areas. A number of empirical studies determined

the importance and preference of accessibility and proximity to workplace (Abraham

and Hunt, 1997; Roman! et aI., 2003; White, 1998; Freedman and Kern, 1997,

Khatun, 2003). In Dhaka City, a large number of people are migrated for job. So they

prefer to reside close to the workplace or to the residential areas that have easy

accessibility to the work place. Requirement of regularity 10 office also influence to

inclination to Jive close 10 workplace by the dwellers. lahur (2008) explains that

about 28% middle-income families want 10reside close to workplace in Dhaka. Loss

of time for travel to workplace due to extreme traffic congestion (due 10 lack of

proper transport) and travel expenditure encourages the middle.income people to

reside close to workplace. In Dhaka City, lack of proper transport facilities as well as

lack of proper transport planning aggravated the transport problem and create extreme

traffic jam. If the people live long away from office, traffic jam kills a lot of time.

Other matter is that transport fair is increasing day by day and it is going beyond

affordable level to travel regularly long distance by middle-income families. It is also

apparent that closeness to workplace reduces travel cost, travel time as well as

physical labor.

The study found the middle.income households who have school going children

prefer closeness to school equally to the closeness to workplace for renting apartment.

According to lahur (2008) about 33% middle.income families prefi:r to live close to

children's school. Middle-income families most of the time give importance to

educate their children. Transport system is not so much friendly and social system is

not so much secured that children can travel alone to school. Most of the time, the

guardians of the children accompany them on the way to school. So to avoid nuisance

of travel long distance regularly, a number of families consider proximity to school of

their children while considering the locational aspects of a rental house. The
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difference of the comparative importance for selecting the existing apartment location

verses the preferred apartment location is predominant for planning of neighborhood

and municipal facilities.

According to Khatun (2003) selected the principal reasons for selecting destination by

the Dhakoiya (original residents of old Dhaka). She detennined that 30% destinations

were selected for good neighborhood environmelll, 23% for economic reasons.

Moreover, respectively 16% and 14% destinations were selected for dwelling space

and familial opportunity. Furthermore, 12% destinations were selected for proximity

to school and work and remaining 5% for other factors.

The tenants of Dhaka City give more imp01'Ulllceto spatial attributes to avoid

transport related problem. The sample households spend 31.88"10 of the monthly

income for accommodation that is higher than the standard. So for adjust with the

high expense due to accommodation, it is clear that the middle-income families

attempt 10minimize the transport expense by residing close to workplace, school of

children, market and bus stop. All the family types put less importance to

environmental quality ofliving. As a result, the physical and mental well being of the

residents are being disturbed.
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Chapter-06: Criteria for Apartment Standard Choice

6.1. Introduction
The tenants want to rent a desirable house by comparative judgments of the apartment

standards and attaining the goals of the families. The weighting function derivate

through AHP provides infonnation regarding the importance of the options of the

qualities in the present and preferred apartment. This subsection is an endeavor to

explain the comparative importance of the apartment selection criteria like

affordability, condition of utility services, number of bedroom, number of toilet,

availability of air and sunlight, and number of floor of the apartments. The study

determined these for the present apartment as well as the preferred one in respect to

the family composition. This also provides a better understanding regarding the

deviance of relative weight of oouse selection qualities for present house compared to

preferred one in Dhaka City by the middle-income families.

6.2. Criteria of Present Apartment Cboice
The quality of rental apartment can be evaluated by a number of attributes. Tbe

relative importance of the attributes vanes accordingly preferences of individuals or

family members jointly. As family purpose differs some what on the basis of family

structure, the family composition interact with the choice of the households to select

rental apartment. As a result, different types of fwnilies evaluate same criteria

differently. The study is privileged to r<:present the relative weights of the criteria

according to different forms of fumilies on the basis of the elicitation of the sample

groups. This chapter focuses to provide a picture of relative importance of different

attributes for apartment selection by the types of families. This also attempts to

determine the gap betwee!1.the present apartment where fwnilies are currently living

and most preferred apartment. Consisting arguments of estimated relative importance

of the variables by family types are provided in this part.

6.2.1. Criteria of Present Apartment Choice by Family Type A

Satisfaction level of apartments' standard is judged on the basis of parameters. Tbe

sample families type A are young couples without children or the couples who have

very young children below school going age. This category of families is one of the
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common typology of family in Dhaka City, AHP analyze the relative weight of the

criteria that is represented in a comparison matrix. The aggregated importance of

house selection attributes by the elicitation of the family type A are represented in

Table 6.1. The table shows the relative importance of six house choice criteria for

apartment selection on a 'zero-t<HJne' ordinal scale. It represents higher value fur

higher preference of the criterion. Every row represents comparison value of each

attributes compared to others. For example, first row shows the magnitude of

affordabHity as house selection criteria compared to other criteria. According to the

sample respondent of family type A, this factor is 2.8 times more important than

utility services, 3.44 times than number of bedroom. 2.45 than number oftoHets. 2.37

times than availability of air and sunlight and 3.15 times than number of storey of the

apartment. Table F-4 (Appendix F) shows the relative weight of each criterion that

represents the aggregated magnitude of them by normalizing the comparison matrix.

This presents that affordability that is presented as willingness to pay as house rent by

the household is evaluated to be very much important 10select the rental house.

Table 6.1: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of House Preference Family Type A

I. ,. 3. ,. 5. 6.

1. Affordability 1 '.S 3.44 2.45 2.375 3.15

2. Utility service 0.36 1 3.29 3.3 2.501 3.05

3. No. ofbed room 0.29 0.3 1 2.09 1.61 2.17

4. No. of toilet 0.41 0.3 0.48 1 1.03 1.03

5. Availability ofalr, sunlighl 0.42 D.' 0.62 0.97 1 2.62

6. No. of storey 0.32 0.33 0.46 0.97 0.38 1

Source: Field Survey, 2009

The magnitude of ditTetentcriteria in Ihe Table 6.1 shows thaI affordability has turned

to be most important criteriOIlfor selecting a house. The study shows that family type

A spent on an average 32.63% of their household income for house rent. Increased

house rent compel the lenants 10 spend more than the standard to rent a decent

apartment to live with family members. Utility services, number of bedroom,

availability of air and sunlight, number of toilet, and number of storey follow this

criterion respectively.
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Figure 6.1: Weight ofHouee Quality Attributes by Family Type A

Source: Field Survey, 2009

The rellltive magnitude of the criteria fur choosing present rental apartment by family

type A is shown in Figure 6.1. The figure showe that these types of families have

given emphasie to the o;;riterionaffordability. The middle-income family'e monthly

income is limited and they pay major part of their monthly income as house rent.

They want to make a balance between the income and expense on the purpose of

acrommodation. The bar diagram (Figure 6.1) ilIustnltes that this factor is 1.34

(=335/.250) times more important than utility services in ratio ecale. Moreover, it

finds 2.48 (=.335/.135) times more weight compared to number of bed room,

3.68(=.335/.091) times than number of toilet, 2.89 (=.3351.116) times than availability

of air and sunlight and 4.59{=.335/.073) times than number of storey.

6.2.2. Criterill OfPreftDt Apllrtment Choice by Family Type B
Pair-wiee magnitude among the house quality criteria to the families who have at least

one school going child (type B), are aggregated and presented in the Table 6.2. This is.,
observed in the table that the number of comparisons is a combinlltion of the number

of things to be compared. The comparison matrix clearly shows in ordinal scale that

affordability is evaluated to be 2.51: I more important than utility services, 3.7: I more

important than number of bed room, 3.81:1 more important than number ofloilets.
"This criterion also soowe 1.98:1 more important than availability ofair, sunlight, and

3.15: 1 than number of storey of the apartment. In the same way, pair-wise matrix

gives the aggregated importance of each factor compared to all other factors in an

ordinal ecale.
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Table 6.2: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of House Preference by Family Type B

I , 3 4 5 6
1. Affordability 1 2.51 3.7 3.81 1.98 3.15

2. Utility service 0.4 1 2.87 3.82 1.83 3.62

3. No. ofbed room 0.27 0.35 1 2.46 1.91 2.53

4. No. of toilet 0.26 026 0.41 1 1.13 1.48

5. Availability of air, sunlight 0.5 0.55 0.52 0.89 1 2.63

6.No.ofstorey 0.32 0.28 0.4 0.68 0.38 I

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Table F-4 (Appendix F) shows relative importance of each apartment quality factors

to family type A by normalizing the comparison matrix. The relative importance of

each house factors compared to all other is represented in Figure 6.2.

0.'2'
NO.ohtllry

A>iailabllity oIolr, sunlight

NO.oftoilet

No ofBeod room

UtllityUNce

AIIordab,liIy

0.147

024'

•

Figure 6.2: Weight of House Quality Attributes by FamilyType B

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Table F-4 (Appendix F) and Figure 6.2 reveals that affordability is turned to be most

important attribute to family type B for selecting the present rental apartment. The

study found sample family type B spends average 3L57% of their household income

for present house. Per square feet house rent is very high in Dhaka City. As a result,

they are compelled to spend more than the standard house rent to fU1d minimum

standard of the rental apartment. The magnitude of availabilily and qualily of utility

services represents second most importance. Number of bedroom is relatively less

important to the family type B compared to the earlier two factors. This is reasonable

M the household size is not too high. 1bis is only 3.77 that are very less compared 10

city's average household size. Among the six factors. availability of air and sunlight

urges as one important decisive factor in bouse selection. After then the sample
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families evaluate the impor\.llnce of number of toilet. Number of storey of the

apartment carries least importance among the other apartment selection criteria.

Whenever, the pair-wise comparison mabix of the fl\ctOrs shows importance in

ordinal scale, the weight of the attributes assist to convert this in ratio scale. It can be

measured that alTordability is 1.41 (= .341f.241) times more impor\.llnt than utility

services, 3.32 (=.341/.147) times than nnmber of bed room, 4 (=.3411.085) times than

number of toile!. Moreover, this factor is 2.82 (=.341f.l21) more important titan

availability of air and sunlight, 5.33 (=.341/.064) times than number of storey. Utility

services is 1.64(=.241/.147) limes more important than number of bed room.

Availability of air and sunlight is 1.42 (=.1211.085) times more important than

number oftoilet that is 1.33(=.0851.064) times more important than number of storey.

In the same way, ratio scale of each criterion compared to each other criterion for

apartment location selection can be determined.

6.2.3. Criteria olPrescot Apartmeot Choice by F.mily Type C

The intensity of aggregated values of the house location criteria according to the

nuclear families who have older children above than school going age (type C), are

shown in the Table 6.3. The matrix shows pair-wise comparison values among all

attributes. Each row shows the relative importance of a criterion based on subjective

judgment compared to other factors. The first row shows that the sample respondents

oftype C have been evaluated affordability highest for present house selection.

Table 6.3: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of House Preference by Family Type C

I. 2. 3. 4. ,. •
1. Affordability 1 1.94 3.81 2.85 2.8 2.86

2. Utility service 0.51 I 2.37 3.26 2.73 2.98

3. No. of bed room 0.26 0.42 I 2.62 2.95 3.15

4. No. of toilet 0.35 0.31 0.38 I 1.68 1.88

5. Availabllity ofair, sunlight 0.36 0.37 0.34 0.6 I 3.11

6. No. of storey 0.35 0.34 0.32 0.53 0.32 I

Soun:e: Field Survey, 2009
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Table F-4 (Appendix F) shows the relative weight of every factor for house location

choice by nonnalizing the matrix. This is found that prindpal is for afTordabiHtythai

represents. the higher importance of the factor. The relative importance of the

attributes is represented graphically in the Figure no. 6.3, Not surprisingly, the factor

affordability is the single most important attribute for selecting rental apartment by

the sample family type C. The study shows that they spend 31.44% of their household

income for house rent that is higher than the standard. However, it is a matter of facl

that house rent in Dhaka City is extremely high compared to other metropolitan areas

in Bangladesh (Shanneen, 2007). The tenants are compelled to pay more that standard

for hire a decent apartment with minimwn quality. The utility services are also very

important. The figure depicts that the family type C tradeoff the factors number of

bedroom, number of toilet, availability of air, sunlight and number of storey for the

earlier factors. The study found that for this type of families, number of storey is least

important.

No,ofstlry .,......," .~
Availsbillty of air, sunlight 0.100

No.oHoilet 0.101

No, of Bed ",om 0.170

UtiliI;' seN"" ""
.,. .=

AIIordabllll;' -
Figure 6.3: Weight of House Quality Attributes by Family Type C

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 6.3 represents the comparison of different factors for selecting existing

apartment by the family type C. The figure shows this type of families evaluate

affordability mostly compared to other factors for selecting exiting apartment. It is

bighly predicted that the families do not prefer to cross certain percentage of the

monthly income as house rent. This type of families currently spends 31.44% of their

monthly income as house rent that is comparatively lower than other two types of

sample families. Availability and quality of utility services the next important factor

to this family type. This estimated magnitude of the house selection attributes

represents that family type C prefer the factor affordability 1.36 (.326/.239) times

more compared to utility services in ratio scale. After then these family types give



priority to number of bedroom. It is 1.7 (.J7/.1) times more important than both

attributes number of toiJet and availability of air and sunlight.

6.2.4. Comparison of Criteria for Present Apartment Choice according to

Family Structnres

This part of the study shows variation of preference of the factors that leads to choose

present house by different types of middle-income nuclear fllll1ilies living in some

selected middle income areas in Dhaka City. It is a matter offaet that the house rent in

Dhaka City is growing up continuously. There is no control on private house rent and

protection of tenant's right. Fixing the house rent is subject to the whims of the house

owners and it increases every year. As a result, it is apparent that in Dhaka City the

house rent covers a major part of the tenant's monthly income.

"'.o.~
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! 020D
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[eTypeAIn_a IITypeC I

AfIortlobilltyUtIit\'"MOO Nil,of6Od Nil .!Wilol Avoillillillyof Nil,.ftl'l)"
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of Weight of Present House Attributes by FlIIl1i1yTypes

Source: Field Survey, 2009

AffordabHity that is expressed in willingness to pay percentage of monthly income for

paying house rent is scored highest magnitude to all of the middle-income nuclear

families. This picture is depicted in the Figure 6.4. Family type B consider this factor

mostly that is followed by respectively family type A and C. A nwnber of tenants in

Dhaka City are suffering by misery for lack of utility services and unsatisfactory

quality of them. As some of the utility services are in government control like water

supply, electricity and gas, there is less control on the quality on the house owners.

However, sometimes the house owners have some responsibility such as on water

management. 1bc problems of utility services especially water supply may vary

within the same area, even within different holdings. This is due to the attitude of the

house owners. Better quality of utility services deserves higher house rent. Even
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though, as utility services are important for convenient life, households tum a higher

rate for utility services. The figure shows that family type A evaluates this factor

mostly than type B and C, though there is no vel)' significances.

The requirement of bedroom depends on the household size. The study only targets

the nuclear families that have less household size compared to the average household

size of the city. The average household size of the fumily type A, B and C are

accordingly 2.5, 3.77 and 4.05. The higher relative weight of the factor (number of

bedroom) for the growing number of family members is reflected in the study for

present house selection. Moreover, the figure depicts the relative importance of

oumberoftoilets according to the family structures. The family type C considered this

factor highly compared to the other family types. The fumily type B who have school

going children preferred availability of air and sunlight for selecting the present

apartment and type C considered this faclOrwith least importance compared to other

factors. Furthermore, number of storey of the aparbnent is most important to type A

considered to family type B and C who evaluate the factor likewise.

6.3. Criteria of Preferred Apartment

There are a number of factors or features that derives the decisions of the household

to choose rental house. The study explored that rental house choice varies according

with purposes of the fumHies. The purpose of the fumilies varies with the fumily

structures and number of family members. Most of the time people want 10 rent a

spacious apartment where they can live with comfort. The preferred house is that

apartment where they Cllltachi~e all preferred and required indicators in expected

level on the whole. However, it is ironic; most of the time there remains some gap

between the preferred apartment and rented apartment. The families almost not

achieve the entire house choose options altogether at required level for selecting the

present apartment. 'I

6.3.1. Criteria of Preferred Apartment by Family Type A

The magnitude of relative importance of different criteria in the Figure 6.5 shows that

alfordability have turned to be most important criterion for preferred house. Utility
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$efVicn. a\'lIibbility of air and sunlight, number of bedroom. number of toilet. and

number OfSlOfty follow this criterion rcspecth-cly (Appendi~ E: Tllble E-S).~.-.-rd::: l":::::::••o.~•• - ~_17J
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Figure 6.5: Preferred Hou5CQuality Attributes by Family Type A

Source: F~ld Survey. 2009

6.J.2. Criteria ofPrrlernd Apal1meot by Family Type B
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Figure 6.6: Preferred House Quality Attributes by FamilyType B

SouIU: Firld Survey. 2009

Figure 6.6 re~ls Wt affordability is turned 10be:most imporlllnt lltlr;~ to family

t}"pcB in the preferred renllli llplll'tment.Then comes the magnitude of llvailability

and qUlllityof utility services. Among the six fllCtOrSawibbility of air Mel ~Iight

wges one of the strongest decisive factlll"!lin preferred m1tl1ll1partment. Number of

bedroom is relatiw:1y less imporuntlO the family type B comptlre(110the earlier three

fllClOn. Then comes the importance of number of storey. Number of toilet of the:

Ilp3fIment CllJl'ks 1ellst im~ among the other prc-femble apmtment sc:l«tiOJl

criterilI (Appendix E: Table E-S).

6.3.J. Critma ofPrrfernd Apartment by Family Type C

The rebtiw: importance of tile house selection attributes for most preferred llpsrtment

by ffJTIilytype C is represented ~lly in the Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: ~f=d House QutllityAmibutcs by Family T)-peC

Sourec: Field Survey. 2009

The figure ithmmtes that !his family type evaluates mostly utility sen'i«s.. The fllctor

affordllbility is the se<:ondmOSIimponant 1Ittl'1"butefor choming rentall1~nmenl by

the fllTlily type C. Moreover, the figure dqlicts tbllt they tLl1Tl!he [acton mnnber of

bedroom nnd lI\'ailability of air, sunlight ITKlI'eor kss equal importnnee. MCIllIwb.i1c,

number of toilet .nd number of ~ ~ provided kr.\~and similar imporunce

(Appendix E: Table £.5).

6.3..4. ComplII'bon of Crlkrill for Prerernd Apl111ment Chola- aeronlinl: to

Family Struttores
By Dggrtgating the clicitll.tion of the ~I$ of diffem1t t}-pes of families the

comp:ll1lti~ picture of the mosI preferred options for selecting house is found. The

Figure 6.8 is ~iQl1ty~ting the •.dlliVl: imp0rt4nce (lfhousc selection criteria

by difTemJI types offllmHies for most prcfcrmlllpllrtJllenl.

IDIJPO'" Ot1l'l1l CTypoC

Figure 6.8: Compmson ofWelghl ofPrefcrml House Attributes by Family 1)'pcs

Source: Field SIJI'\"C}'.2009
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Figure 6.8 shows that family type A and B turns more and equal emphasis on

affordability. The figure shows that family type C evaluates the factor utility services

more important compared to affordability, this is unusual than other two family types.

It indicates that this type of families is most aware for the factor utility services.

Generic analysis found that Family type C has higher income range than family types

A and 8. It may happen that better economic condition of these families represents

that they deserve better utilities that is higher compared to family type A and 8. This

type family also prefers the attribute number of bedroom higher compared to family

type A and 8. As family type A has lower household size, they consider number of

bedroom lowest than other family types. Family type A, C and 8 prefer number of

toilet accordingly. Availability of air and sunlight find higher rating as preferred

option of house selection. Family type A give more priority to the parameter than

other two family types. Family type C considers the factor number of storey more

than other two family types. As this type of families have older people, this may

happen, and they prefer lower levels of apartment. The figure shows that number of

toilet and number of storey of the apartment is least significant to all of the family

types. Family type A prefers the options affordability. number of toilet and

availability of air lUldsunlight more compared to other families. Family type C prefers

the rest fuctors more than family type A and B.

6.4. Gap between Present and preferred Apartment

The study has a scope to estimate the house preference based on target group's

opinion. This provides a valuable support for assessment between present and

preferred apartment according to the sample groups. They study estimates a

distinction that is drawn between elicitations of the respondent based on a tradeoff of

choice profiles. The study shows the matter of fact that there is more or less difference

among the relative importance of the options for selecting present house compared to

the preferred options among the target groups.

6.4.1. Comparison of Present llnd Pceferrro ApntmentLoeation by Family

Ty",A
For choosing rental house like all families family type A tries to get the high quality

of all criteria. Even though for a number of times they need to compromise some
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factors to gain the relatively preferred options. The study is advantaged to determine

the comparison of the relative importance values of the different criteria of the present

house and the criteria for preferred house standard by family type A.

I No,oI""",

,A"_itY" ai" OIJn~
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Figure 6.9: Comparison of Weight of Present and Preferred House Attributes by

Different FamilyType A

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 6.9 shows the comparative picture of magnitude of the house selection criteria

for present rental apartment and preferred apartment. The figure shows that family

type A has gave more emphasis on affordability. They mostly did not wanted to

compromise affordability for selecting present apartment. The figure shows that the

criteria of number of bedroom, number of toilet and number of storey of apartmellt

get priority in present apartmellt to rent. On the other hand, the figure shows that this

family type trade off the factors utility services to some extent for selecting the

present house location. Surprisingly, availability of air and sunlight found very high

weight to this family type in preferred house than the existing house. This indicates

that the family types compromi5ed availability of air and sunlight for achieving tbe

earlier options. The figure shows this family considered availability of air and

sunlight 1.5 times less importance for choosing the presellt house compared to

preferred house.

6.4.2. Comparison of Present and Preferred Apartment Location by Family

Ty,,-
Like all families, family type B tries to reot a house that comparatively bas more

quality of the options. The study shows that for renting apartmellt sometimes they

become forced to negotiate by comparative judgments among the criteria.
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Figure 6.10; Comparison of Weigllt of Present RlIdPreferred House Attributes by

Different Family Type B

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 6.10 shows the comparison of importance weight of present and preferred

house attributes by family type B. The figure shows that affordability is more

evaluated for selecting present house by Type B. Even same picUlre is found for the

criteria number of bedroom and toilet that they have achieved in present house. On

the other hand, this type of families compromised the factors utility services, and

number of storey slightly for renting present house. Funhcrmore, they compromised

availability of air and sunligllt in the present apartment mostly from preferred house

considering the other faetors.ln Dhaka City, apartmcnts are being constructed by not

maintaining set back rules and Floor Area Ratio (FAR). As a result, it becomcs a

problem of lack of air and sunligllt for the apartments.

6.4.3. Comparison ofP..-nt IIlld Preferred Apartment Locatioo by Family

Ty""C
The sUldy fOUlldthat there is a gap between the present and preferred house location

by family type C. This gap is reflected to the difference between the magnitude of the

house choice criteria for the existing house and the most preferred options.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of Weight of Present and Preferred House Attributes by

Different Family Type C

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 6.11 graphically shows that family type C compromised better quality utility

services, air and sunlight grclltly in the present apartment. It indicates the lower

quality of utility services and lack of sunlight in the present apartment of the sample

family type C. They also compromised number of storey in the present apartment.

However, they achieved affordabi1ity llt expected level that represents willingness to

pay as house rent. The gap betwoen relative weight of number of bedroom for the

present and preferred apartment is not too high. The figure depicts that sample family

type C have achieved the criteria number ofbedroom and toilet at expected level in

present apartment.

6.5. Overall Criteria of Apartment Quality
It is obvious that any family want to hire a house that accomplishes the preferred

options. However, the study found that sample families could not fulfIll all prererred

options. Most of the time affordability stands against llttainment renting the preferred

apartment. Moreover, they hardly find all of the preferred option altogether in the

level they desire. In this situation, aggregated preference of the sample target groups

negotiate to select the house. Figure 6.12 represents the comparison of the overall

magnitude to all of the sample family types regarding existing and preferred

apartment attributes.
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of Overall Weight of Present and Preferred House Quality

Attributes

Source: Field Survey, 2009

Figure 6.12 reveal that the sample families do not compromise the alfordability in the

present apartment. This indicates the sample famllies tried to rent house according to

their monthly income. The figure ,hows that in Dhaka City middle income families

need \0 put high magnitude for affordabiHty for renting pre5ent house. Furthermore,

they also need to give less weight to other attributes of the present house to trade off

with affordability. The figure also depicts that all of the sample tenants achieved the

attributes number of bedroom and number of toilet more or less in the present house.

This indicates for attainment of the preferred number of bedroom and toilet in the

apartment and to adjust with affordabHity level they compromised utility services,

availability of air and sunlight lUIdnumber of storey of the apartment for selecting

present house.

6.6. Consistency Arguments (or Apartment Quality Attributes
The study determined the relative weight of different attributes of renial apartment

choice by middle-income families varies according to the forms of families. The study

atk:mpts to estimate the relative magnitude of the criteria on the basis of family

structures by the elicitation of the sample household, The study is consists of two

major sections. Firstly, it determines the weight of the selected criteria for choosing

the renial apartment by the iarget group tenants. Secondly, the study estimated the

Consistency Ratio (CR) that determines the level of consistency of the AHP

calculation. For attaining expected level of consistency in AHP calculation, CR is not

more than 0.1. Table 6.4 shows consistency of different options for apartment

selection by different types of families.
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Table 6.4: Consistency of the Relative Importance of the House Selection Attributes

Housebold type Option , CI CR CIIRI Consistency

1YJ<A Present 6.341034 0.068207 0.055005 Consistent

""""" 6.361743 0.072349 0.058346 Consistent

TypoB ""~, 6.345808 0.069162 0.055776 Consistent

Preferred 6.359662 0.071932 0.05801 Consistent

TypoC -, 6.462268 0.092454 0.074559 Consistent

""""" 6.519645 0.103929 0.083814 Consistent

Source: Field Survey, 2009

6.7. Conclusion
Analysis of the apartment selection criteria by different types offamilies reveals that

affordability turned to be most important among different paramekrs of apartment

standard, to all of the family types for selecting the apartments. Number of empirical

studies suggested consideration of affordability for house choice for purchase and

rent. This is evaluated mostly important by family type B for selecting present house,

though family type A consider it mostly in preferred apartment. According to Nabi et

a!. (2003), it is expected that house rent should not exceed 23 percent of monthly

income i.e. one week's salary. However, the sample households spend 31.88% of the

monthly income for accommodation that is higher than the standard. Increased house

rent of the apartment compels the tenants to compromise expected level of other

standards of apartment tu adjust with the affordability. According to Chauhan et al.

(2008) affordable cost is always an important goal in the residents' housing selection.

The magnitude of availability and quality of utility services holds socond position to

all of the family types. Ibis urges one of the strongest decisive factors in house

selection, as that is very important for convenience of the tenants. Number of

bedroom rank third preferred option for the present apartment to all of the family

types. The higher relative weight of the factor for the growing number of family

members is reflected in the study for apartment selection. Ibis is also true for number

of toilet. Among the six factors, availability of air and sunlight is an important

decisive factor in house selection. This is more important to all of the family types

than number of toilet and mnnbcr of storey of the apartment. Number of storey of the
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apartment carries least importance among the other apartment selection criteria in the

present apartment to all of the family types.

The computation of the weight shows that there is variance of preferences of the

house selection criteria between the existing apartments with preferred one. The

tenants compromise the quality of utility services and availability of the air and

sunlight largely for selecting the present rental house. The study found that though

almost all households of the study have water supply, gas supply, elecuicity supply

and sewer and garbage disposal system in their apartments, a numher of household

have not got the service quality in an acceptable level (Figure 4.24-B). As a number

of building are constructed without maintain proper Floor Area Ratio (FARl, the

respondents are not getting sufficient air and sunlight. In one hand, this is affecting

comfortable living of the residents; on the other hand, this is reducing the visibility of

the city. Numher of storey of the apartment turns least importance as an apartment

choice criterion. This provides the opportunity to build high-rise apartments. The

people prefer to reside close to the facilities and in most promising residential areas.

As a result, high-rise apartment with maintain proper FAR and providing sufficient

and well-managed elevator can reduce accommodation problem to some extent. This

can increase the flow of air and sunlight to the apartments as well.
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Chapter 07: Recommendations and Conclusion

7.1. Introduction

The researeh is aimed to estimate tangible magnitude of housing area as well as house

selection attributes by the middle-income families. It is ironic that there arc not
sufficient rcsearche~ Oil the private rcnlal.housing market in rcspI."Ctto lhe tenant

choices in Dhaka City. The housing markel analysis requires cleat understanding

about the preferences of lhe target groups of people. This chapter summarized the

major lindings of the study and recommendation.

7.2. Summery oC the Findings

The approach Analylical Hierarchy Approach (AHP) ha> been applied to find out the

magnitude of the housing selection criteria perceived by the middle-income nuclear

families resides in Dhaka City. Finding.~ of the study through primary survey arc

presented in the following sub.sections.

7.2.1. General Ohservations regarding Study Area Profile and Sodo-economic

Condition ofthe Sample Households

This study is an endeavor for the analysis regarding the choices of locatlonal quality

of lhe residential areas as well as the apartments in respect with family struclures.

This sub-section explained the eondition of the study areas and the apartments oflhc

sample respondents.

Average household size of the sample families is 3-44. The literacy rate of tile sample

household is prominently higher than the education level of the country. Almost half

(40%) of the members of the family type A are service holder that is comparatively

lower for type B (16.81%) and C (26.4S%). The study found lhat most of the rental

apartment dwellers are upper-middle income families. Most of the sample families

have two eaming member>..Mo,t of the respondent's mode of travel to workplace is

on foot that consists 32%.

The study areas are considered middle-income residential areas on the basis of land

price. Some respondents arc not satisfied with tbe condition of the access road to their
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npmtmenls. AbDUl27% of the family lypes A and C's apartment froll! roads arc had in

quality !hat is 13% for the family type B. About 40 % of type A families sulkr from

waLerlogging during rainy season thai is almosl 23% and 27% for lype B and type C

respectively. The study shows that all of the community facilities arc not situated in

walking distance from their apartment location and a number of households need long

time to reach to the eommunily facilities. This situation is most critical for less access

to recreational facilities.

Generally, the tenants choose the floor except ground and lup floor, however the rent

is higher to these floors compared to ground and top floors. The study shows that lype

A whose household size is smaller than type Band lype C, slay in smaHer apartmenl

than other two types. About 25% type A families live in less than 1000 "'l ft sized

apartment. The study found 20% percent of all household's apartment do not get

sufficient air and sunlight in their present apartment as neighboring establishments are

located within 3 feet at iellStone side. Larger familles have more bedroom and toilet

in number. The study also shows that a number of households are suffering from iaek

of sufficient utility services. The study attempled 10 present the severity of problems

to the middle~income tenants suffering in their exisling apartments.

The respondents pay on average monthly Tk 8.77 per sq ft as house rent for their

apartments. The study represents that the smaller households pay higher average

house rent. Moreover, the study is evident that average house rent is higher for

smaller apartments. Family lype A spend average 32.63%, type B 31.57% and type C

31.44% ofthcir household income. That means the sample households spend 31.88%

of the monthly iueome for acc<)mmm/alion thai is higher than lhe standard. Smaller

families spend comparatively more as house rent from the other families. The study

reveals that percentage house rent expenditure reduce with the increase of income up

to a level. Then the expenditure as hOliSerent Increase again.

7.2.2. General Observations regarding Ihe House Localion Choice

The study determined the relative importance of sel~Led ten location choice criteria

of apartment location scale by applying AHP. It has been found thai there arc more or

less differences among the decisions of the three types of middle-income nuclear

familics. The study found that dislanee to workplace is evalualed to be most important
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to family type A who are youog couples without chilll or have children who arc

younger than school going age. Aller that llistance to market imporlallee that is

followed by respectively distance to bus stop, municipal services, planning of

neighborhood, road width, social status, proximity to relatives and open area.

Distancc to sehool is in,ignl!icant to this type of family. In the same way, the pair~

wise matrix gives the aggregated importance of each factor compared to all factors in

an ordinal scale by family type B. Among the selected factors distance to workplace

and distance to school seems to have almost same and highest imporlallce to them.

Then they evaluate<.!respectively distance to market, bus stop, municipal services,

planning of neighborhood, road width, social status, open area and proximity to

relatives. This ranking for prioritizing by the family type C is almost same for present

apartment location selection attributes.

The study aiso determined that there is gap between the relative magnitude existing

apartment locations compared to the preferred options in Dhaka City to the target

household groups. Family type A have compromised the attributes road width and

open area significantly. The family type B traded oft. the factors municipal services

and closeness open area greatly and distance to market, planning of neighborhood and

road width to some extent for selecting the present house location. For attaining the

mentioned locational advantage family type C compromised the factors availability

and quality of municipal services and planning of neighborhood decidedly for

attaining the advantage of proximity to markel, social prestige of the residential area

and closeness to open aTea somewhat. It is found tilat among the sample family types

family type A have larger gap of the relative importance for present and preferred

apartment location. By summing up the relative importance of the attributes by all of

the family members, overall picture demonstrates that the respondents give more

importance to spatial attributes. They have to compromise the physical attributes like

planning of neighborhood, municipal services and road width, and environmental

factors Jike closeness to open area.

Kauko (2007) noted that CBD accessibility carries less weight than the allributc~

related to the prestige and environmental attributes of the neighhourhOO<l,and image

of the district in Budapest. Using expert judgements through the AHP and a hedonic

approach Kryvobok.ov (2006) found out that in Donetsk, Ukraine the most important
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value Inl1uencing factor is prestige, followed by proximity to positive environmental

externalities with scarcity value (ill this case parks and water), and only aner that by

the traditional variable CSD accel.,ibility.

According to Ah1\an (1996) economic reason (job opprtunity) accounted for the

highest nomber of residential move, followed by marriage, then inconvenience of

housing and inconvenient location In Dhaka City. Khatun (2003) selected the

principal reasons for selecting destination by the Dlwkaiya (original residents of old

Dhaka) and detennined that 30% destinations were selected for good neighbmh<xJd

environment. Z3hur (2008) detennined that the middie-ineome dwellers in Dhaka

City consider work. place, children eclucation institution, communication system,

security etc most Importantly to seleeet an area to buy apartment. She estiamted that

the surveyed people give most priority to security. According to Hossain et a1. (2008)

IllllStrequirement of better housing that represents a well designed, wel1-constructed

and well-finished house, is the most influential factor for changing rental house by

middle-income tenants in Dhaka City.

7.2..3. General Observation reganling the House Clloiee

The quality of rental apartments can be evaluated by a number of attributes. The

attributes inlluenee the decisions of apartment selection. Reiative importance of the

detcnnlllanlS varies according to family ,truetures. TIle study found that all of the

family types evaluated the factor affordability mostly for apartment selection. This is

most important to family type B compared to family type A and C. This indicates that

affordability interact with other attributes with dominance for preference by the

dwellers. Utility services get the second priority and nllmber of bedroom get the third

rank. Number of bedroom has ~Iatively more importance to the families that have

higher household size. Even nurrlber of toilet as well as number of bedroom are also

important to family type C who has higher household si7.e compared to the other

target sample groups. To family type Band C availability of air and sunlight is

important than number of toilet. Number of storey of the apartment is comparatively

less important to all of the target middle-income nuclear familie,.

The study gave an idea about the comparison of the relative weights of the hou..<;c

selection attributes between the present house as well as the preferred house to the
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middle-income nuc!enr families. Il was found that there is wmewhat gap wilh

preferred apartmcnl compared tu ""lectcd apartment fur all uf the (amily types, All of

the target tilmiHes trade otT the qualities of utility services and availability of air and

sunlight to attain other apartment '1uulities. Moreover, family type C compromises the

number of storcy-for selecting the present house.

7.3. Recommendations

Housing market in Dhaka City is almost failed to provide atTordable, habitable

housing envirorunent to the residcnts. Housing market inefficiency occurs only whcn

there exists an imhulanced between demaml and supply. Rent for the private houses

up-rise when the demand increases more than the supply. Moreover, housing quality

deteriorates.

For sustainable housing plan, the requirements and choices of the tenants should be

recognized. Public housing as well as the private housing should consider the

preferences of the dwellers. Government should take necessary steps to create

habitable residential environment considering the cholees of the people. The private

house owners also need to maintain the qualities of the rental houses that are preferred

by the dwellers in the city.

The study reveals that middle-income single families prefer to stay close to

workplace. Construction of mass level puhlic and private housing close to major

administrative and commercial areas could fulfill tl,e requirement of the people to live

close to workplace to some extent. Building high-rise apartments close to these areaS

could accommodate large number of families in small area by densification. For

instance, construction of studio type residential apartments in the upper floors of the

commercial building in the Central Business Districts (CBD) and other administrative

and commercial important areas could accommodate a number of families.

Furthennore, large private companies and industries can construct employee quarters

within or close to industrial districts. Mixed land use can provide housing for the

jobholders close to the workplace. However, proper planning is needed to implement

mixed use to avoid otber civic crisis of mixed Imld usc. The famllics having school

going children try to adjust with the distance of workplace os well as distance to
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school of the childrcn. Mixed land usc can increase the opportunity of the middlc

class famllies to live c10w to school.

It is evident from the study that people give major emphasis to workplacc whilc

choosing house location. This indicatcs thai outward c.~pansion of the city will no!

reduce population pressure in lhe inner city. Proper housing planning along wilh land

use planning the families can get easy access 10workplace, market., bus slop and

other faeilities. The preference to walk to workplace as well as other destinations is

certainly encouraging. Neees>.ary ,ICPS for improving the pedestrian ways and

providing pedestrian services will facilitate to go to workplace and other areas on foot

by the residents oflhe city. Moreover, reducing the problem of water logging in some

ways can inereasc the will of the pedestrians to walk.

Planning of neighborhood can increase habitable housing environment. The study

shows the middle-income people are aware about necessity of planning of

neighborhood for deei,ion making of housing localion. However. lhey have to

compromise the preferences of planning of neighborhood for lack of residential

planning In the elty. Concerned aulhority should lake necessary actions for

Improvemcnt of unplanned residential areas. The actions of decision makers.

planners, builders and developers should be incorporated for proper neighborhood

, planiling. Furthermore, public responsible agencies should he aware to provide and

increase the quality of the municipal services tlmt arc needed for comfortable and

secured life of the residents.

For a child growing up, a quality environment of lhe residential environment is very

im(Xlrtant where (s)he can safely and progressively conduct more responsibllity and

develop other life skills. Proper neighherhood planning to provide suft1cient

community parks, play ground and other recreational areas can ensure physical and

menial well-being of the residents of the city. Moreover, it is necessary to provide

community faeiiities within the residential areas so that these can put contribution to

create a habitable community life. Provision of community facilities and sale road~

with streetlights can provide opportunity 10the dwellers for interaction among them

and building communIty attachment. Community facilities like shopping facilities.

recreational facilities and so on arc also very important for increase the attraclivene"
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of the residential areas to the dwellers, So concerned authorities need to take

necessary slepS to increase access of community facilities in all of the residential

-,.
The study reveals that affomability is the mo:;t dominant decisive factor for house

choice. It is apparent that improved residential locational quality as well as the house

quality increases the house rent. Increased house rent reduce the capability of the

residents to achieve the preferred attributes of the housing cnvirunmeO! as well as the

rental house. So there should be the up-to-date and effective private house rent control

approach and this should be incorporated with other housing policies. Proper

enforeement of the rent control measures and its proper monitoring can creale

habitable environment.

The study found most of the middle-income families compromise the availability and

quality of utility services and availability of air and sunlight in the rental house.

Concerned public agencies should be aware to provide and increase the quality of the

utility services. Government should be aware 10maintain the setback rule as well as

the required Floor Area Ratio (FAR). This will increa:;e the visibility of the residential

apartments as wel1as availability of air and sunlight.

Insufficiency of public rental housing as well as vast dependency of private housing

are the major reasons behind house rent increase and reduction of alTordabiHty of the

tenants fnr renting good house in the city. Most of the middle-income families of the

city arc living in private rcnJI house. Mass level public rental house con:;\TUetionfor

all type of citilcns will reduce the monopoly ofthe private rental house.

The entire private rental house nfthe city is developed in discrete manner. There is no,
provision of formal private mass rental housing scheme in the city. Construction of

mass level private rentai housing through formal way also can keep contribution 10

meet the demand of rental housing for the people in the city, especially for the

middle-income households. Private formal developers could be insisted 10 eon~truct

private rental housing in mass level through necessary incentives from Government.

National housing policy and strategies as well as intervention should incorporate and

facilitate this sort of private mass rental housing with good habitable environment by
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private formal companies. Government should lake necessary steps to maintain the

housing quality of the private housing area. Government can SCIminimum standard of

private apartment to give lease by the owner at feasible Tent.

7.4. Prospect for Futurc Rcscarch Work
The study pointed out some (KltentialIields for further researehes.

A number of determinants innuence decision making for selecting residential areas

and house by the middlc-income lenants. The study only addressed some spatial,

social, physical, and environmental factors as housing 10000tionand house choice by

the households. There is potentiality to consider the relative importl'lncc of oil other

attributes. Moreover, there is a prospect to determine the variance of choices among

the individuals especially among the family members.

Further ,tudy could determine the locational advantages of other residential areas in

Dhaka City than study areas. Moreover, it i, required to determine the level of

atTordabilily index of rental houses that could assists development and revision of

house rent control ordinance. An extensive anolysis on inherent causes of variation for

housing choice in accordance to spatial context as well as soeial-economic condition

may be incorporated in further studies.

Data analysis by the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) is not evident for some

unavoidable drawbacks. So, further studies can determine the preferenCe of the

middle-income nueclear filmilies for housing area as well as house choice by using

some other decision support system too1> like mixed integer linear programming.

simulation and heuristics model5, nonlinear programming. multivariate statistics using

multidimensional scaling. Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and so on.

Thc study suggested promoting formal private mass rental housing through

Government control. Further studies can determine the feasibility of this type of

housing in respecl of economic, physical and social situation of the country especially

in the urban areas.
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7.5. Cllnclu~ion

Different attributes insist the middle-income tenants in the city to seleetlhe residential

areas as well as the type of house, The preferences differ according to family

structures. The study determined the relatively important preferences of the criteria by

the different types of middle-income nuclear households for selecting rental housing

locations and rental house., in Dhaka City. Relative weights of the criteria arc

determined by applying the decision support system Analytic Hierarehy !-'rocess

(AHP). Physical attributes like proximity to workplace, school, market and bus stop

holds higher weight for house location selection. Affordability turned to hc 'nos!

important detenninant for house selection. All of the middle_income tenants are n"t

satisfied with the loeational qualities of the residential areas as well as the apartment

standan:ls. The tenants do tradeoff among different determinants of residential areas as

well as the house selection, to achieve comparative advantage. For sostainable

housing planning the housing choices of different types of families should be

addressed. The concerning authorities need to be aware to increase the habitable

qualities of the residential areas in Dhaka City. Moreover, Government should take

sufficient housing policies to maintain minimum standard of the private renlal house

with alTordable rent by middle-income tenants.

"
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Appendix A: Questionnaire for Tenant Household

Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology, Dhaka
Dcpartment of Urban and Regional Planning

Research Title; Criteria o(Rentlil Housing Choices According to Family Strueturc.~
in Dhaka City

(Only for research purpose)

Sample no Date LOClllity , Address .

Name ofrespondent. , a)Malc b)Female
Family type: Type A: Single- families with no school going childrcn,

Type B: Single-families with school going children and
Type C: Single families with elder children

• Household Socio-etonomic information
Codes

No A e Se OCCD atiou Education
1
2
J
4
5
6
7

A , OeeD ation Education
1.> 10 I.Service l.>SSC
2.11-20 holder 2.SSC
3.21-30 2.Business 3.HSC
4.31.40 3.Tcacher 4.Baehelor
5.41-50 4.Student 5.Masters
6.51-60 5.0thers 6.0ther
7.60+

Total Monthly Family income (TK): I 10000-15000 2. 15001-20000 3.20001-25000
4.25001- 30000 5. 3000140000 6.40001-50000

• Information regarding location
l.Width of front road (ft)
2.Condition of front rood DGood [J Moderate 0 Bad
3.0ccunencc of Water logging: q Yes DNo
4. Condition of commUllity facilities

Faeility Distance Moo,
I :;~m ho~~;

,r
Time, mID trJlvcl

PI, ~d
Parks
Health care
center
Community
cenler
Sho in' center
Kutcha bazaar
Gro<o. ,ho
Reli iollS center

Facility Distance Mode
from hO~:; 0'im •._ min trnvel

Only for Type B

Kinder' rten
Prima school
Sec{llIda school
Hi h school
Madrasa
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• Information n:l:llrding Office Travel
l. What is the mode of travel to workplace?
o On foot 0 Rickshaw [j Public Bus 0 Private Car OOthcrs
2. How much times (Minute) it takes to reach workplace'!
DLessthanl0 01Oto20 021t030 031t040 041t050
051t060 060+

• Information ""I:aroing apartment

1. Numberofstorey .
2. Total nonr area (sq fl) .
3. Monthly house renl (fk.); .
4. DiMance from nearest building (fl):

Infront Backside .len side ............•• Right side: .
5. Number of Bcd room: .
6. Numheroftoilet:
7. Condition of utility services of the apartment

Service y~ N, Satisfied Medium Nut satisfied
Parkin
escalator/lift ••
Generator >•Seeurit ••Watcrsu I ~
Gassn~ ••E1cctrici su I ~~
Sewera e
Garba e dis "I

• Location Choice Criteria

Give the appropriate raUngIlmong the attributes to each other between 1-7

For the values the following verbal equivalences are given:

Value
I
1
5
7
1/3
1/5
In

Example:

Let A and B are two attributes
'AI B =7' means 'attribute A is extremc1y important t11anllUributcB'.
or 'AIB= 117'means 'attribote A is extremely unimportant than attribute B'
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I. Givc the appropriate mling for the present apartment location.

X

X

X

x
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1~
- 0lE
> '
X

•

X

•
x

x

x

x

X

X

x

•

x

X

xm,Lane. to
work lace
Ol,Lanee to.~,
Di.tanee to

m.W
niotanee to bu,

",
PIWlIling of

n.i hborhood
Municipol
services

Road width

Social slat •• • X x
Proximity to

rel.tives

O"'"~
• X

2. Give rating rOfmost preferable apartment location

XX

X X

X X
X X

X XX

X

X

X

X

•
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

•

X

X

,
" -0]

"- ,"X
,
X•

-OF"" Y\
Di.tanee to
work lace
Distance to

•ehool
DiSlance 10

mark.t
Diolone. to bu.

~
Plannins of

nei hborhood
Municipal
sel""\ce,

Road width

Soci.l,la1u, x X

P""'imily to
rel.tives

O"'"~
x
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3. Give the appropriate rating for the prc!ient apllrtment Quality

AfTordability Utility No. of No. of AvaHabJlity No. of
service Dod toilet of air, storey

room sunli ,
Affordabi]ity 1 X X X X X

Utility I X X X X
scrvlce
No. of Bed 1 X X X,oom
NO.oftoi]et I X X

Availability 1 X
of air ,
sunli ,
No. of storey 1

4. Give rating for most preferable apartment

Affordability Utility No. of No. of Availability No. nf
service B,d toilet of air, storey

,oom sunli ht
Affordability 1 X X X X X

Utility 1 X X X X
scrvlce
No. orBed 1 X X X
=m
No. of toilet I X X

Availability 1 X
of air,
sunli hi
No. of storey 1

(Thank. you for your co-operation)

Signature oflnterviewer
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Appcndh.: B: Socio-economic Characteristics

Table B-l' Household Size
Family Type Total Member of Household Size

Household
T A 75 2.5
T B 113 3.77
T C 121 4.03

Avera e 3.44

Table B-2: A e Structure of the households
Ago A oil C
Limit umber ercenta e umber Pereenta Number ercenta e
>10 14 18.67 17 15.04 I 0.83

II to 20 0 0.00 31 27.43 8 6.61
21 to 30 32 42.67 10 8.85 43 35.54
31t040 25 33.33 31 27.43 19 15.70
41 1050 4 5.33 24 21.24 29 23.97
51 to 60 0 0.00 0 0.00 20 16.53
60+ 0 0.00 0 0.00 I 0.83

r ,c
ercenta erccnta umber ereenta

0 28.32 3 2.48
0 13.27 j 4.13
16 12.39 33 27.27

33.33 18.58 49 40.50
30.67 23.89 30 24.79
20 3.54 I 0.83

Table B-4: Gender Distribution of the Households
A T B C

umber umber Pereenta umber reenln
39 65 57.52 72 59.5
36 48 42.48 49 40.5

Table B-5; Income Level of the Households

T oA T ,B T C
Income Number ereenta Number Pereenta e Number Percenta e

20001-25000 2 6.67 I 3.33 0 0
25001-30000 9 30 2 6.67 0 0
30001-400<10 II 36.67 12 40 12 40
40001-50000 8 26.67 IS 50 IS 60
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Table B-6: O<:ell tion Pattern ofthe Households
eeupation ,A ,.B ,c, umber ercenta umber ercenla ' umber ercenta

Service Holde 32 42.667 19 16.81 32 26.45
usiness 6 8 18 15.93 24 19.83
eaeher 3 4 3 2.65 4 3.31
'tudent 0 0 51 45.13 35 28.93<h~ 34 45.33 22 19.47 26 21.49

Table B.7: Mode of travel for workplace trip

Ricksha
Mode ofTravcl On foot w "rivate ear nus Others
Percenta e ofTri 33 2857 0.63 23.97 13.83

Table B.8: Travel time for workplace trip

Time Minute 10< Il to 20 21 to 30 31 to 40 41 to 50 51 to 60 60+
Percentage of
Resnon<1ent 11.1 12.3 21.7 36.5 12 5.2 1.2
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Appendix C: Physical Characteristics of the Study Area

Table C 1. Condition ofFrcmt Road- .
onditio T ,A T B T ,C
of Front Number of Number of Number of
Rood Res""nsc !>ercenta"e Res ,~Percenta 'e Res""nse Pereellla"c
Good 15 5 20 66,6666 10 33.33333

Moderate 23-33333 6 2 12 4
B,d 26.6666 4 13.33333 8 26.6666

Table C-2: Road Width
Road , A ,B r ,c
Width Numberof Number of umber of

ft Res onse Resppnsc I'ereenta e Re> '"~ I'crcentas.£..
>10 0 0

10t020 r 56.6666 15 5 21 7
21 to 30 5 16.6666 6 2 2 6.66666
31 to 40 3 1 0 1
40 , ,26.6666 6 2 7 23.33333

Table C-3: Incident of Water Lo
A "No. of No. of

Re> nsc !>ercenta Res on" ereenta Percentage
eeurronee of Water Lo

"
12 4 7 23.33 8 26.6

No Water Log in 18 6 23 76.6 22 73.33

Table C-4: Mode of Travel to Reach Community Facilities
Facili On foot Ricksha Private Car B•• Others

Numbe 11 I I 0 0
Playground ercentage

36.6666 36.6666 6 3.333333 0
Numbe I 28 I 0 0

PM'" Percentage ?rmI: I.J I J J3.333333 122.2222 122.2222 2 1
Numbe

Health care 20 10 0 0
center Percentag

66.66667 3.333333 93.33333 3.333333 0
Numbe

Community 2 10 0 0 0
center Percentage 666.666

66.6666 I 1.1 I I I I 4(}7.4074 407.4(}74 7
Numbe

Shopping center 15 15 0 0 0
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Percentage
5 66.66{i67 3D3333 0 0

Facilitv On fout Rickshaw Private eRr nus Others
Numbc

20 10 0 0 0
Kutcha bazaar I'ercenlage 11.1111

66.66667 222.2222 11.11111 31LIIll I
Numbc

30 0 0 0 0Grocery shop ercenlage
100 0 0 0 0

Numbe 30 0 0 0 0
Religious Cente ercenlag

100 66.66667 33.33333 0 0

Table C-5: Travel Time to Reach Community Facilities

11 to 15 16t020
>5 min 510 If}min ,"m mill 20+min

PI, round ,A 10 0.00 6.67 3.33n 3.33 16.67 ,0,c 3.33 67 3.33 6.61
Parks A .33 3.33 0 3.33,B 3.33 16.67 0,c 3.33 10 6.67

Health care ypeA

center 6.6666667 0 .33333333 0

~6666667
3.3333333 .66666667 0
6.6666666 10 16.6666667

Community ype A
center .66666667 6.6666666 6.6666667

~B
3.33333333 I0 6.6666667,C 0 3.3333333 16.6666667

Shoppi" ~'"~: 16.6666667 6,{;666666 .66666667
16.6666667 0 3.3333333,c l6.66666<i7 6.6666666 6.6666<i67

Kutcha bazaar ype A
0 0 10

r ,n 16.6666667 3.33333333
C 1\.6666667 3.33333333 0 I I

Grocery shop ''''' A 0 0
B 0 0
C 0 0

eli ious Cente A 13.3333333 3.33333333
B 0 0
C 0 0
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Appendix D: Characteristics of the Apartments
Table 0-1: Number ofSlOrey

. ,A T B C
o.orStnre Number % Number % Number %
round Floo 2 6.67 0 0 0 0
2 t03 14 46.67 10 33.33 13 43.33
4 t05 8 26.67 12 40 13 43.33
5+ 6 20 8 26.67 4 13.33

Table D~2:Floor Area aftlle Household's Apartment

Floor Area e A
Ran e Number

>1000s 9
1000-1500 21
1501-2000 0
2000+ 0

%
30
70
o
o

20
43.33
26.67
10

,C
Number

6
13
8
3

%
20
43.33
26.67
10

Table [)~3;House Rent of tile Apartments

Ren~~~) llYi A T B l~C
Ran e Number % Number % Number %
>3000 0 0 I 3.33 0 0

3000-5000 0 0 0 0 0 0
5001-8000 , 16.67 I 3.33 3 10
8001-10000 7 23.33 4 13.33 " 26.67
10001-1500 16 53.33 16 53.33 , 30
15000+ 2 6.67 8 26.67 10 3J.JJ

Table 0-4; Relation wilh Household income and expenditure for house rent

Table 0-5: Percentage ofrespondcnt expense for house rent

Percentllge Pc",cntage of
s':';'~t Num!H:rofRes oudent. RelIPondcnb
20 25 7 7.78
26-30 27 30
31 -35 J5 38.89
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18.89
1
)6-40 I 17 I
40+ 4 4.44
Table D- 6: Variation of POT Square Feet House Rent With Floor Area

Table 0-7: Number of Bedroom uflbe Apartment

No. of ,A B ,c
room Nom her % % Number %, , 3.33 0 0 0 0
2 14 46.67 " 46.67 6 20
3 " 50 " 53.33 24 80, 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 0-8: Number ofToiJet ufthe Apartment

No. of ,A T ,B =J1:ii ,cToilet Number % Number •• Number ••, , 3.33 , 3.33 0 0
2 23 53.33 •• 76.67 " 60
3 6 36.67 " 20 9 30
3' 0 6.67 2 0 3 00

Table 0..9: Availability of Utility Services uflhe Apartment (in number)

Gcncr- Security Water Go> El~~~:~~tySewerage Garbage
Service ParldnQ Lift atoT suoDlv suonl ,,1 dis osal,A y" " 21 17 17 30 30 30 30 30

No 17 9 " " 0 0 0 0 0

~

B y" 20 23 13 " 30 30 )0 30 30
No 10 6 17 " 0 0 0 0 0

C y" 23 17 " " 30 30 30 30 30
No 7 17 17 " 0 0 0 0 0

Table D-1 0: Availabil;ly of Utility Services ofthe Apartment (in percentage)

Parkin Genera- Securily Water Electricity Sewerage Garbage
Service Lift 'm SU ,

"
, dis ,,'

A y" 43.33 70 40 56.67 000 '00 000 '00
No 56.67 30 60 43.33 0 0 0 0

B y" 66.67 76.67 43.33 53.33 000 100 100 100
No 33.33 20 56.67 46.67 0 0 0 0

C y" 76.67 56.67 43.33 50 100 ,"0 100 '"0
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~_I No 123.33143.331 56.67 I SO

Table 0-11: Salisfaction Level of Uti lily Services

o o o o o

Famil Water supply Gas supply Electri<ity Sewerage Garbage.".. .up llv . dl., osal
Number % Number % Number % Number % Number %

Satisfied " 53.33 " '" 10 33.33 " 66,67 " 66.67

!Type A
Moderately
satisfied " " 3 10 14 46.67 , 23J3 , '"N,'
Satisfied 2 6.67 , 6.67 , " 3 JO 1 3.33
Satisfied " 73.33 21 '" " 66.67 23 76.67 " 73.33

!Type B
Moderately
satisfied 3 10 3 16.67 , 6,67 4 13.33 4 13.33No<
Satisfied 3 16.67 2 6.67 9 " J 10 4 13-33
Satisfied " 86.67 27 90 " 66.67 " 96.67 20 66.67

Moderately
TypeC satisfied , 6.67 2 6.67 , 20 0 0 4 IJ.JJNo<

Satisfied 2 6.67 , 3.33 5 16.67 1 3,33 2 6,67
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Appendix E: Relative Importance of House Location Criteria

Table E-!: Preference Tablc (pair-wise comparison matri,,) ofPreferrcd Apartment
Location by Family type A

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 9. 10.
1. Distanre ~
W<lrkplace 7 3.778 3'>78 2.51 I 2.262 2.306 1.778 .\.03 1.844
2. Distance to school 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 O,t43 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143
3. Distance to market 0.265 7 2.488 2.750 2.124 2.622 1.755 2.840 1.928
4. Distance to bus SlOp 0.280 7 0.401 2.571 !.SOl 1.888 2.8\8 2.475 1.41~

5. Planning of
neighborhood 0.398 7 0.364 0.389 1.683 2.310 2.817 2.933 1.86\

6. Municipal services 0.442 7 0.471 0.666 0.594 3.11\ 3.489 3.507 2.044
7. Road width 0.434 7 0,381 0.530 0.433 00321 2.729 2.778 1,1.15

II.Social status 0.360 7 0.363 0.355 0.355 0287 0.3M 2.884 2,(,22

9. Pn>"imity "relatives 0.319 7 0.352 0.404 0.341 0.28.1 0,360 0,)47 1.786

~area 0,542 7 0.5N 0.706 0.537 0.489 0,464 0.381 0.359

Table E-2: Preference Table (pair-wise comparison matrix) of Preferred Apartment
Location by Family type 8

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10.

1. Distanre '"workplare 1.868 3.511 2.355 2.288 1.812 1.311 3,200 3.573 1,732

2. Distancc "school 0,535 4.Q44 3.444 2.844 2.573 \.933 3218 H" 2,018

7. Distance '"market 0.285 0.247 2,733 2.635 I.M4 2.022 2.644 2.195 2.195
4. Distance to bus
stop 0.425 0.290 0.366 2,522 1.630 1.74(, 2511 1.978 1.337

5. Planning of
neighborhood 0.437 0.352 0..180 0.397 1.494 1.932 2.3&8 3.11(81 1.&39

6. Municipal
scrvires 0.551 0.389 0.542 0.613 0.669 3.284 3,244 ].4&7 1 )11

7. Road width 0.433 0517 0.495 0573 0.518 0.305 2.444 2,177 1,OlJ

8.social status O.]lJ 0.311 0.378 0.]98 0,422 0.308 0.409 1 1.684 ,~
9. Proximity ~
relatives 0.280 0274 0.456 0.336 0,333 0.288 0.459 0.373 1.870

!~area 0.577 0.496 0.456 0.748 0,610 0.433 OA97 0.53~ 0.535
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Table E-3: Preference Table (pair-wise comparison matrix) of Present Apartment
Location by Family type C

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. , O.
1.Di,tance to wmkpl30e , 3.318 3.051 1.996 1.716 2.160 2.578 2.747 1.(,47
2. Di,tanceto school 0,143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0.143 0,143 0,143 0,143
3. Di,tance10market 0.30t , 3.378 3.000 2.578 2.422 2.662 2,640 2507
4. Dis"n"" 10b", ,top 0.328 , 0.296 2.396 1.878 2.689 2.773 2,551 1,Y20, Planning "'neighl>orhood 0.501 , 0.333 0.417 , 2,089 2.329 2.396 3.089 2.667
6. Menicipal"""ice, 0.583 , 0.388 0.~32 0.479 H44 3.467 3.333 2,489
7. Roadwidlh 0,463 , 0.413 0.372 0.429 0.260 2,596 2.684 2.57R
8.Sodal ,tilt", 0.388 , 0.376 0.361 0,417 0.288 0.385 3.067 2.751
9. Proximity10relalive, 0.364 , 0.379 0.392 0.324 0.300 0.373 0.326 2.680
10.Ooenarea 0.607 , 0.399 0521 0.375 0,402 0.388 0.363 0.37]

Table E-4: Estimated Relative Weight (Present apartment Location)

Famil T ,A Famil T' B Famil T C
Relati". R.l.t;v. Re;"tive R.lative Relative Rdat;.',-
Wcight(data Wtight Weighl Weight(data Weight(<1ala Weight (d,la
pn;porcdby ''''. (dala pn;porc<lby prep.rnJ by prep,red by
Arithmetic preparedby preparedby Perlh Arithm.tic eo"
M~) Pertn Arithmelic Fonn";.) Mean) Form";a)

Formul,) M.'n)
Distance '0
worknlace 0.228636 0.239604 0.199112 0.193439 0.217766 0.213083

Distance 10
sehool 0.014118 0.13486 0.197789 0.195652 0.013943 0,017094

Distance 10
markct 0.154174 0.142278 0.116784 0.12459! 0.170556 O.140!21,
Distance '"bus stn 0.124731 0.109983 0.1069 0.115748 0.142424 0.120577

Planning of
nei,.;.bnrhnod 0.107955 0.092557 0.079839 0.077196 0.090474 0.067569

Municipal
services 0.114643 0.086602 0.094582 0.087983 0.104834 0.085321

Road width 0.074537 0.05846 0.063519 0.066067 0.083809 0.0693 \ I

Social status 0.%8367 0.056184 0.054564 0.054689 0.069231 0.056143

Proximity 10
relatives 0.059527 0.043Q34 0.042794 0.043953 0.057944 0.04334

Open area 0.053313 0.036437 0.044118 0.040683 0.049018 0.033595
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Table £.5; Relative Weight (Preferred apartment Location)

Famil r A FamilvT ," Famil T ,c
Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative
Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight
(data (data (data (data {data (data
prepared prepared prepared prepared prepared preparcU
by by Perth by by Perth by by Perth
Ari~~~etie Fonnula) Arit~7e1ic Fonnula) Ari~~~clic Formula)
M~" Mean Mean

Distance '"work lace 0.217899 0.221252 0.187591 0.171478 0.193025 0.189682
Distance '"school 0.014068 0.014604 0.186164 0.195403 0.D13793 0.014512
Distance '"market 0.155925 0.141617 0.12144 0.138601 0.171854 0.148395
Distance "bus slo 0.117053 0.096443 0.09917 0.095282 0.125758 0.10888

PI~:~~g of
nei borhood 0.108752 0.085943 0.085965 0.087716 0.114823 0.112931
Municipal
services 0.116108 0.09407 0.Hl3805 0.101391 0.119062 0.096303
Road width' 0.084147 0.066226 0.070672 0.067908 0.082458 0_063088
Social statu, 0.06919 0.05457 0.052247 0.049421 0.07036 0.052662
Proximity '"relative, 0.057356 0.043492 0.04106 0.03877 0.055757 0_042585

n area 0.059502 0.050347 0.051885 0.054029 0.053109 0.040344
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Appendix F: Relative Impyr1anee of House Standard Criterill
Table F-I: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of 1.louse standard in preferred apartment
Family Type A

1. 2. J. 4. ,. 6.
I. Affordabllity 1.9(2M7 .1.2086<07 3.681 1.282667 H17333
2. Utility service 0,514756 3.8(,6<067 3.227661 1.9876<07 3.087667
3. No. of Bed room 0,311656 0.258621 1.662 1.0696<07 1.821667 '
4. No. oftoi1et 0.271M5 0,309821 0,60IM5 0.598667 1.438n1
5. Availability of air,
sunlight 0.779626 0.503102 093,1871 1.670379 423(>667
6. No. of store 0.292626 0.323869 0,548948 0.695249 0.236035

Table F-2: Pair-wise Comparison Matrix of I louse standard in preferred apartmenl
Family Type B

1. 2. J. 4. ,. 6.
1. Affordability , 2.106667 , 4.31 1.43 2.398
2. Utility service 0.474683 , 3,641667 3.J>3.13.1 1.%.1333 J.U

3. No. of Bed room 0.33333.1 0.274374 , 1.873.133 1.56 2.156667
4. No. of toilet 0.232019 0.29821 t 0.5.13808 , 0.4473.13 0.%
5. AvailabiHty of air,
sunlight 0.699301 0.509338 0.641026 2.235169 , 4,153333
6. No. of store 0.417014 0.292398 0.463679 1.041667 0.2'1077 ,
Table F-3: Pair-wise Compariwn Matrix of House standard in preferred apartment
Family Type C

1. 2. J. 4. ,. 6.
1. Affordability 1.399 2.505667 3.955333 U6H.13 1.9K5667
2. Utility service 0.7147'1(, 3.155333 J.755H3 2,266667 32MB3
3. No. of Bed room 0.399095 (1.316924 2.171667 2,371 2.533

•4. No. oftoi[el 0.252823 0.26<0288 0.459207 0.916<067 0,816667
5. Availability of air,
sunlight 0.859599 0.44117(, 0.421763 1.0')09<39 4.444333
6. NQ.of storcv 0.503609 0..106154 0,394789 1.22449 0,225006
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Table F-4: Relative Weight (Present apartment standard)

Fomily Type A Family Type B Family Type C

Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative Relative
Weight Weight Weight Woight Weight Weight
{data (data (data (d~ (data (data
p","" """'" prepared prepared prepared preparedby by Penh b, by Perth b, by I'enh
Ari~.tie Formula) Ari:~~.tie Formula) Ar~~~~letie Formula)
M,m Mean M=

AfforoabilHv 0.334934 0.368644 0.341481 0.342617 0.326307 0.354668
Utility
service 0.249669 0.229672 0.240592 0.245617 0.239351 0.233762
No. of D,d
room 0.135388 0.142945 0.147304 0.164392 0.169888 0.161973
No. of toilet 0.090768 0.093332 0.085456 0.082786 0.100637 0.091136
Availability
of aIr,
sunli"ht 0.]]6453 0.106354 0.121055 0.103343 0.1001 0.099132
No. of store v 0.072788 0.059053 0.064]]3 0.061245 0.063717 0.059329

Table F-5: Relative Weight (Preferred apllrtment standard)

Family Type A Family Type B Family Typt: C

Relative Relative Relalive Relative Relative Relative
Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight Weight
(data (data (data (data {data (data
prepared prepared prepared prepared prepared preparedby by Perth b, by Perth b, by Perth
Arithmctie Formula) Ari~~~etic Formula) Arithmetic Formula)
Meanl Mcan Mean'

AfJornabilitv 0.303824 0.293098 0.301276 0.338962 0.326307 0.354668
Utility
service 0.261927 0.275493 0.257883 0.239375 0.139351 0.233762
No. of bOO
mom 0.11504 0.140101 0.133024 0.144451 0.169888 0.161973
No. of toilet 0.082156 0.085653 0.067575 0.066988 0.100637 0.091136
Availability
of air,
sunli"ht 0.173033 0.145339 0.168581 0.147076 0.1001 0.099132
No. of store v 0.064019 0.060316 0.071661 0.063147 0.063717 0.059329
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App~ndb G: P~~nt HouseCholc~Crit~ria P~rivt1lby EXD£rt
Chol« U.5

Figure 0.1: PI(seut floose Choice Criteria of Family Typc~A~~
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ApJ!£ndb H: Preferred HOII~eChoice Crilerla Derived by Expert
Choice 11.5-
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Figure H-l: Pmlrnt House OJoicc Criteria of Family Type A_!-- ---- -- -- - -
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